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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Goal and structure

The purpose of this deliverable is to identify the barriers to text and data mining (TDM) in Europe, and in particular those relating to regulations rendering TDM activities unlawful and policies that restrict these activities. As is illustrated by the following pyramid in Figure 1, barriers may exist on several layers.

![Pyramid of TDM barriers](image)

**Figure 1 – Pyramid of TDM barriers**

*Legislation* refers to the laws that affect the uptake of TDM, for example by prohibiting certain acts carried out in TDM or due to uncertainty on their permissiveness towards TDM. *Stakeholder policies* may either restrict or permit TDM activities; restrictions may relate to legislation, e.g. when a content provider holds the copyrights in its contents or when individuals do not consent to the processing of their personal data, but they can also be merely based on contracts or unilateral actions; therefore, stakeholder policies are below legislation in the pyramid, covering a broader range of acts. Such policies may also encourage TDM by stimulating the lawfulness of TDM, such as associations of stakeholders pushing the for the authorisation of TDM acts or funders of research requiring that output is made available without restrictions to re-use. It is these first two types of barriers that are addressed in this deliverable.

*Procedures*, which relate more to the practical aspects such as interoperability, skills and education, may also either restrict or promote TDM; they are below the stakeholder policies in the pyramid, as they may cover a range of aspects that can be broader than legislation and stakeholder policies. *Guidelines*, which are rather concerned with providing clarity and certainty on how to carry out TDM and what to take into consideration (such as legal and technical aspects), may be used to instruct e.g. users and other stakeholders, on how to overcome barriers of any kind; they are the lowest in the pyramid, as they may cover issues that go beyond, but may include, those addressed in legislation, policies and procedures.

To address the top two levels of the pyramid, this report consists of a *legal* part and a *policy* part. Legal barriers are identified both on the European level as well as on the national level. To achieve
this, we first define TDM in section 1.2 and provide an overview of the acts involved that are relevant to identifying the legal and policy barriers. Subsequently, we develop a benchmark test in section 1.3 that we use to assess, in a systematic and methodical way, the regulations that affect TDM activities. We identify those barriers in chapter 2, in particular in the context of copyright law, database law and data protection law. Chapter 3 develops a benchmark test, based on the findings of chapter 2, to assess policies as to the extent they stimulate or hamper TDM activities. Chapter 4 draws conclusions.

1.2 Text and data mining

Text and data mining is a very broad concept that is used as an “umbrella term encompass[ing] diverse techniques that allow interpretation of content of any type ranging from raw data, e.g. sensor data, text, images and multimedia, to processed content, e.g. diagrams, charts, tables, references, maps, formulas, chemical structures, and metadata from semi-structured sources, on a large scale through the identification of patterns”.

TDM can also be referred to as simply text mining or data mining (possibly as subcategories of TDM), or more popular terms such as big data analytics. In our concept of TDM, all these terms are covered, where we generally refer to any activity where computer technology is used to index, analyse, and evaluate and interpret content.

Since the goal of this report is to identify the legal and policy barriers that (may) render TDM activities unlawful, it is important to have an overview of the possible acts that are associated with mining. Generally, a distinction can be made between four stages in the TDM process:

- **Crawling and scraping**: this is where the miner searches for the relevant contents he or she seeks to mine and retrieves the information, e.g. by copying it to their own server or terminal equipment. This stage is not necessarily relevant in every TDM activity. For example, a TDM user may also have access to the contents through an application programming interface (API), thereby lacking the need (or potential) to build their own database of contents to be mined.

- **Create target dataset**: the miner may need to transform or modify the retrieved contents, for example, to another format for standardisation purposes, he might enrich the subject-matter with metadata, or he may only select a part of the content necessary for the analysis. These contents are extracted to a new (target) dataset that can be used for analysis in the subsequent stage.

- **Analysis**: the dataset is analysed by means of a computer using mining software, according to an algorithm developed or chosen by the miner. Choice of algorithm may be based on earlier analyses conducted in this stage.

- **Publication**: the TDM user may want to publish the findings from the TDM research. This may for example be in the form of an online or paper report, research paper in a journal, newspaper article or weblog, but it could also be circulated only within the closed circle of a company in order to base decisions on. This all depends on the purpose of and the context in which TDM is carried out.

---

The TDM process is graphically represented, possibly somewhat simplistically, in Figure 2. On the basis of this model, an assessment can be made of what acts, if any, in the TDM model are unlawful and to what extent.

**Figure 2 – Model of acts carried out in the TDM process**

### 1.3 National legal barriers

To identify legal barriers, our preliminary research was guided by the question: *Which regulations in the EU and its Member States serve as legal barriers to TDM activities and which allow or promote TDM?* This has led us to identify the regimes of copyright law, database law and data protection law, as the acts identified in our model of TDM are likely to trigger the application of those regimes. In particular, the permanent and temporary reproductions of content made in the process or as a result of TDM activities are likely to affect these areas of law, as well as the publication of the research results, where (parts of) the mined data may be included. The analyses in chapter 2 will elaborate on this aspect in greater depth.

#### 1.3.1 National legislation

This report covers legal barriers in both EU law and national laws. To gather input on the national legal barriers, a questionnaire was designed, based on the findings of our preliminary research, and sent to legal experts in all 28 Member States of the EU and in the three additional countries of the European Economic Area (EEA). Input was received from fifteen countries, of which the reports for the Netherlands and Poland were filled out by partners in the FutureTDM project.²

² Bulgaria (Teodora Tsenova), Cyprus & Greece (Tatiana Synodinou), Czech Republic (Matěj Myška, Michal Koščík, Jakub Harašta, Lucie Straková, Jakub Mišek, and Pavel Loutocký), Estonia (Aleksei Kelli), France (Christophe Geiger and Oleksandr Bulayenko), Germany (John Weitzmann), Hungary (Anikó Grad-Gyenge and Andrea Klára Soós), Iceland (Rán Tryggvadóttir), Italy (Thomas Margoni, Giulia Dore), Norway (Astri Margaret Lund), Poland (Katarzyna Strycharz and Adam Karpiński), Slovakia (Martin Husovec and Linda Lubyová), Slovenia (Maja Lubarda and Andrej Tomšič), United Kingdom (Stavroula Karapapa).
The design of the questionnaire was two-fold. First, we sought information on legal barriers in relation to the legal regimes identified as potentially restricting TDM. We formulated questions as to how national law restrict TDM or certain acts in the TDM process, more specifically, how the European rules of copyright law and database law are implemented at national level and how they relate to the acts carried out in the course of TDM. We also enquired about the national rules on data protection and their application to TDM activities, rules which have been recently further harmonized by the General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679.

In relation to the policy barriers, the questionnaire also included questions as to contractual practice, industry codes of conduct and self-regulation, mostly connected with the legal regimes of copyright, database and data protection law. We also asked for examples of government policies and examples regarding the re-use of public sector information (PSI). In this context, the PSI framework was not in itself regarded as a regulation potentially serving as a legal barrier; it was rather the practical implementation and use by national governments that was considered to potentially impede TDM: providing access and enabling re-use under certain (licence) conditions is rather a matter of policy.

At the outset it is important to note that, due to lack of budget, the national correspondents were asked to respond to the questionnaires on a voluntary basis. Therefore, they may have invested less time and effort on this task than they would otherwise have done under paid circumstances. Second, a response was not received for all Member States, despite the search for other experts in certain countries and despite multiple reminders. Nevertheless, a sample of fifteen countries is sufficient for an exploration of national legal barriers to TDM and to indicate the most problematic aspects in this context. Third, as only one respondent in each country provided answers, certain aspects of the law that are controversial or uncertain could have been reported differently by another expert. Moreover, some respondents may not necessarily be expert in all fields of law covered by the questionnaire. This bias is partly overcome by the fact that for some national reports, experts from the respective fields have collaborated with others to accurately report on the law in their country.

1.3.2 Benchmark
To better understand the nature, form and extent of the legal barriers affecting TDM activities in Europe, we have developed a benchmark test that allows us to qualify our findings in a manner that will lead, at a later stage, to clearer policy recommendations. The information contained in the national answers to the questionnaire is therefore analysed in the light of three main criteria so as to provide an indication of the lawfulness of TDM activities not only in each jurisdiction, but also across

---


6 Note that some reports were of an exceptionally high standard that one would not necessarily expect in this context.
the European Union. These criteria allow us to compare the information gathered in a systematic way and to highlight the biggest legal obstacles to TDM. They are represented in Figure 3:

**Figure 3 – Categories of barriers**

The identified categories can be explained as follows:

- **Restrictiveness**: concerns the legal rules and criteria that in themselves restrict (parts of) mining activities, or that only restrict or permit TDM under certain conditions.

- **Fragmentation**: relates to differences and anomalies observable between national laws and interpretations regarding specific legal concepts, as well as existing differences and anomalies between legal regimes, e.g. between copyright and database law.

- **Uncertainty**: refers to rules, criteria or concepts in the laws that are not clear, for example, because the concept is vaguely defined and has never been interpreted by the legislator or the courts, or because there is no consensus as to the interpretation in the field.

For each field, we examine the general framework as to how it generally affects the activities that are generally carried out in the course of TDM, followed by a discussion on several exceptions or concepts that deviate from the general rules, thereby potentially permitting TDM under certain conditions.

### 1.3.3 TDM in foreign regulation

As data-driven innovation and research, as enabled through TDM activities, are global endeavours, the chapter’s findings on the legal barriers to TDM activities must be put in a broader context. We therefore examine how Europe’s main trading partners deal with TDM issues in their respective intellectual property regimes. To this end, we take a brief look at the copyright laws of the United States, China, Australia, Canada, and Japan to see whether TDM activities are allowed to take place and if so, on what grounds and under what conditions. It is important to note, that none of the
countries examined have enacted an intellectual property regime that is comparable to the European Database Directive. Among the countries studied here, only Japan offers extra protection against the misappropriation of databases by competitors. The legal regime relevant for TDM activities outside Europe is copyright law.

1.4 Policies

Identifying the barriers to TDM under the current European legal framework only gives a partial view of the situation, as the legal rules can either be strengthened or attenuated through the application of complementary policies. Chapter 3 focuses on the policies developed and applied by different stakeholders in relation to TDM activities. The question central to this section is: Do stakeholder policies help to overcome the legal barriers to TDM activities? For the purpose of answering this question, the chapter is divided into two sections; the first deals with the way policies address the barriers present in the intellectual property regimes, while the second concerns policies relating to data protection rules.

Perhaps the most clearly favourable policy used to overcome the intellectual property law barriers to TDM is the requirement set forth at different levels that all publicly funded research output, e.g. publications and data, be disclosed under open access conditions. A first subsection explains how open access policies contribute to the lawful conduct of TDM activities. All intellectual property law policies, including those put forward by the European Commission, national funding agencies, institutions and libraries, publishers, and online content providers are thereafter discussed in the light of the following three elements:

- **beneficiaries**: who benefits from the policy? Which users are permitted to carry out the acts permitted?
- **object**: what (protected) subject-matter is covered for the permitted use?
- **use**: what sorts of uses are covered by the policy? Is it unrestricted, is it limited to certain acts or purposes, or is it subject to other conditions?

The policies that deal with data protection rules may, for example, consist of self-regulation, or industry or sector specific codes of conduct. They are evaluated with respect to the extent to which they help overcome the barriers raised by the data protection framework. The focus is on the restrictive and ‘uncertain’ rules, criteria, exceptions and concepts under data protection law.

Apart from the policies examined in this report that are aimed at addressing the legal barriers to TDM activities, a range of other policies are likely to influence the uptake of TDM for research and innovation. An updated version of this deliverable will go into greater detail on the non-legal policies and provide a comprehensive overview of other types of barriers to TDM activities – such as those related to lack of skills, infrastructure, economic restraints and interoperability. The information necessary for the production of this updated version will be collected as part of other Work Packages within FutureTDM, in particular from knowledge cafes, workshops, interviews and surveys carried out with and amongst stakeholders. The overview of this section must therefore be regarded as being illustrative of how policies can deal with legal barriers and to gain preliminary insights into the legal bottlenecks regarding the uptake of TDM.
2 LEGAL BARRIERS IN EUROPE

2.1 Copyright and sui generis database law

The mining of collections has the potential to affect two intellectual property regimes: copyright law and sui generis database law. Copyright may exist in the individual works that are part of mined collections, but the collection as a whole may also constitute a work protected under copyright law. The latter exists independently of any copyright in the contents of the collection. Sui generis database rights can only exist in the collections, regardless of any copyright in their contents or any copyright protection on the collections themselves. In this section, we will analyse protected subject-matters under these regimes, as well as the exclusive rights granted to the right holders and the exceptions to those rights. This will be done from both a European perspective, discussing the harmonised aspects of copyright that are relevant to TDM, and from a national perspective, examining the national exceptions in the context of their European counterparts.

This section first covers the protected subject-matters under copyright and sui generis database law. We subsequently elaborate on the exclusive rights that are granted to the beneficiaries of those intellectual property regimes and the extent to which acts carried in TDM fall within their scope. This will be followed by an analysis of the exceptions in both copyright and database law, as provided for by EU law and as implemented in national laws. The national reports form the basis as regards the barriers in national laws. It must be noted that the overview is in no way exhaustive as not all reports have covered all aspects. The mapping of legal barriers must therefore be regarded as being explorative, which is useful in order to indicate the most problematic bottlenecks that impede the uptake of TDM activities.

2.1.1 Protected subject matter

2.1.1.1 Copyright law: works

Works in general

Copyright law gives the author of a work several rights to, inter alia, enable him to exploit the work. Which rights are provided to the author and what is to be considered a work are traditionally highly national matters. However, many harmonisation efforts have been made both on the international level and at EU level to provide a minimum level of protection across borders. What is protected by copyright, is minimally harmonised by the Berne Convention (BC), which currently has 171 contracting parties:7 “literary and artistic works”.8 It is considered to include a broad range of forms of expression, among which are books, pamphlets, choreographic works, dramatico-musical works, musical compositions, cinematographic works, paintings, architecture, sculpture, maps, plans, works of applied arts, and so forth.9 Even a collection of those works may constitute an intellectual creation “by reason of the selection and arrangement of [its] contents” and therefore be protected as a work under copyright.10 Similar wording is used by the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual...
Property Rights (TRIPS) and the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) – both of which all EU Member States, including the EU itself, are contracting parties to – where they provide that “[c]ompilations of data or other material” in whatever form shall be protected if they “by reason of the selection or arrangement of their contents constitute intellectual creations”.11

The harmonisation of protected subject-matter in the European Union is characterised by a rather fragmented approach of the European legislator and a highly active role of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU). Initially, the EU copyright framework only harmonised protection for the subject-matters of computer programs, photographs and databases.12 As a shared concept of originality, they are protected if they constitute “the author’s own intellectual creation”. Similar provisions in the directives affecting copyright law are lacking for other types of works, even in the comprehensive Copyright Directive. Nevertheless, the CJEU has consistently applied the criterion of author’s own intellectual creation to other works (than software, photographs and databases) in its case law since 2009. In its Infopaq decision, the Court ruled that an extraction from a newspaper, consisting of eleven words, falls within the scope of the author’s exclusive right of Article 2 to authorise or prohibit the making of (partial) reproductions, if that part constitutes the author’s own intellectual creation.13 Likewise, the CJEU ruled that graphical user interfaces (GUIs), programming languages and data file formats, as well as sound and graphic elements in a videogame are protected subject-matter under the acquis communautaire, provided that they constitute the author’s own intellectual creation.14

What is to be understood by the concept of author’s own intellectual creation is not defined precisely by the Court, although it has provided some points of reference. The concept of creativity, creative freedom and free and creative choices seems to be crucial in this originality assessment. According to the CJEU, this is found in the “choice, sequence and combination” of words in newspaper articles,15 the “specific arrangement or configuration” of a GUI’s components,16 or in the case of photographic works this might lie in the choice of - inter alia - background, subject’s pose, framing, angle of view or developing technique.17 The Court has not stated anything about the amount of creativity required for a subject-matter to become an author’s own intellectual creation, but it has defined the boundaries of the requisite originality in a negative way: where choices are dictated by technical function,18 rules or constraints,19 the author is not able to “[express] his creative ability in an original manner by making free and creative choices”.

---

11 See Article 10(2) of the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), and Article 5 of the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT), respectively.
15 CJEU Infopaq, §§44-45.
16 CJEU BSA, §48.
17 CJEU 1 December 2011, C-145/10 (Painer), §91.
18 CJEU BSA, §48-49.
19 CJEU 1 March 2012, C-604/10 (Football Dataco), §39.
The effect of the CJEU’s decision does not only imply that there is an autonomous originality test under EU copyright law - where the standard seems rather low, since eleven word extracts are potentially covered by this concept, as appears from the Court’s Infopaq decision; it also implies an open-ended work concept that is able to cover any sort of subject-matter that can be considered to constitute the author’s own intellectual creation. Consequently, an exhaustive list of types of subject-matter that are protected under a national copyright law would not be consistent with EU copyright law.

In the context of TDM, it is useful to make a distinction between high-level and low-level data when considering the likelihood of mined contents being protected under copyright law. High-level data would consist of ‘rich’ contents, such as newspaper or journal articles, books, music, photographs or cinematographic works. Low-level data would consist of more ‘raw’ data, such as genetic information, measurement data in any field of science, name and address data, GPS coordinates, phone numbers or financial data.

Subject-matter that falls within the category of high-level data is highly likely to constitute an author’s own intellectual creation and therefore be subject to copyright law. As a result, any act falling within the scope of the economic rights granted by a copyright law triggers its protection regime. The same applies where the collection as such, “by reason of the selection or arrangement of their contents”, constitutes an author’s own intellectual creation and is protected as a work of copyright. For those cases, the acts carried out on and with the protected subject-matter in the TDM process need to be assessed to determine whether they fall within the ambit of the author’s exclusive right to authorise and prohibit them.

On the contrary, contents that fall within the category of low-level data are highly unlikely to be protected under copyright law. As a principle of copyright law, copyright protection does not exist in isolated facts and, considering the CJEU’s case law, not in data which is created from mere technical or functional considerations.

Databases as copyrightable works

Moreover, copyright may exist in the collection of either low-level or high-level data, independent of any copyright existing in the contents themselves. The Database Directive (96/9/EC) defines a database as “a collection of independent works, data or other materials arranged in a systematic or methodical way and individually accessible by electronic or other means”. It requires a case-by-case analysis to assess whether a certain collection falls within this definition. Triaille et al. argue that, for example, whole text corpora may not be “‘arranged in a systematic or methodical way’ nor ‘individually accessible by electronic or other means’” and therefore may not be protected under copyright law. Whether the contents of a database are regarded as independent, depends on whether they retain an autonomous informative value after they are extracted from the collection. The CJEU has ruled that this “must be assessed in the light of the value of the information not for a typical user of the collection concerned, but for each third party interested by the extracted material”. Following this reasoning, it concluded that geographical information extracted from a

---

21 Article 3 of the Database Directive.
22 CJEU 29 October 2015, C-490/14 (Freistaat Bayern), §27.
map to produce and market another map retained “sufficient informative value” to qualify as “independent materials”.\textsuperscript{23}

If a collection qualifies as a \textit{database} under the Database Directive, it is only protected when it, “by reason of the selection or arrangement of [its] contents, constitute[s] the author’s own intellectual creation”.\textsuperscript{24} Following the above discussion on the CJEU’s interpretation of this criterion, this excludes databases where selection and arrangement are solely based on functional or technical considerations.

\textbf{2.1.1.2 Database law: databases}

In addition to any copyrights, a \textit{sui generis} database right may exist in a collection or database. Such is only vested in the maker of a database “which shows that there has been qualitatively and/or quantitatively a substantial investment”.\textsuperscript{25} The investment must be made in the obtaining, verification or presentation of its contents. \textit{Verification} may refer to ensuring that the information in the database is reliable and the monitoring of the accuracy of the collected materials when the database was created, but also during its operation.\textsuperscript{26} Investments in the \textit{obtaining} of materials means the use of resources to “seek out existing independent materials and collect them in the database”.\textsuperscript{27} The investment must be made independently of the resources used to create the materials.\textsuperscript{28}

Before the ECJ’s rulings on what costs are taken into account to establish whether a substantial investment has been made in a database, a \textit{spin-off theory} had developed in case law in several Member States, but most prominently in The Netherlands.\textsuperscript{29} The spin-off theory concerns databases that spun off another activity. For example, a company may produce data from its main activities, where the inclusion thereof in a database would be a by-product.\textsuperscript{30} It implies that if a database is used for various purposes, a substantial investment has to be made separately for each purpose. However, in 2002, the Dutch Supreme Court found that neither the Database Directive nor the Dutch Database Act (DDA) provides a basis for such an argument,\textsuperscript{31} although it is interpreted as only a rejection of the theory in the given circumstances of that underlying case. Advocate General Stix-Hackl also rejected this theory and stated that the “objective pursued in obtaining the contents of the database [is not] of any relevance”.\textsuperscript{32} This point of view was implicitly confirmed by the CJEU in \textit{British Horseracing Board v. William Hill}, as stated above, finding that the mere fact that the maker of a database is also the creator of its contents does not necessarily preclude him from the sui

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{23} CJEU Freistaat Bayern, §29.
\item\textsuperscript{24} Article 3(1) of the Database Directive.
\item\textsuperscript{25} Article 7(1) of the Database Directive.
\item\textsuperscript{26} ECJ 9 November 2004, C-203/02 (BHB v. William Hill), §34.
\item\textsuperscript{27} ECJ 9 November 2004, C-444/02 (Fixtures Marketing v. OPAP), §40; ECJ 9 November 2004, C-46/02 (Fixtures Marketing v. Veikkaus Oy), §34; ECJ 9 November 2004, C-338/02 (Fixtures Marketing v. Svenska Spel), §37.
\item\textsuperscript{28} BHB v. William Hill, §35; Fixtures Marketing v. OPAP, §40; Fixtures Marketing v. Veikkaus Oy, §34; Fixtures Marketing v. Svenska Spel, §37.
\item\textsuperscript{30} Beunen, p. 108.
\item\textsuperscript{31} Dutch Supreme Court 22 March 2002, IERI 2002, 22 (NVM v. Telegraaf), §3.4.1.
\item\textsuperscript{32} Opinion of Advocate General Stix-Hackl 8 June 2004, C-203/02, §47.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
generis protection; he can still claim that he invested in the collection, verification and presentation of those materials, using resources other than those used to create those materials.\textsuperscript{33}

However, borderline cases may exist where the investments in the creation of contents coincide with the collection thereof, and it is not easy to make a distinction between the costs concerned with the creation of the contents and those related to their collection. It has been proposed that in these circumstances, it would be decisive, in particular, whether the creation of the information is aimed at the creation of a database, including the further expansion and perfection thereof.\textsuperscript{34} For example, this would be the case where astronomical measurements and observations are made specifically for the creation of a star catalogue.\textsuperscript{35} The creation and collection of data, in such cases, both merge into the primary activity; instead of a spin-off theory, one might speak of a merge theory or something similar to that.

Advocate General Stix-Hackl argued that “[a]ll the language versions [of the directive] thus allow of an interpretation according to which […] the protection of the Directive kicks in” if “the creation of data coincides with its collection and screening”.\textsuperscript{36} It is not clear whether the ECJ would agree with such a point of view. However, the Court has repeatedly emphasised that the Database Directive is intended to “ensure that the person who has taken the initiative and assumed the risk of making a substantial investment in terms of human, technical and/or financial resources in the setting up and operation of a database receives a return on his investment by protecting him against the unauthorised appropriation of the results of that investment”.\textsuperscript{37} This may ask for a rather broad interpretation, not only of the exclusive rights vested in the maker, but also of the scope of the concept of investment. Moreover, it is argued that the fact that the proposal for the directive contained statutory licences where contents could only be retrieved from one source implies that the legislator acknowledged database rights where data were generated by the maker, since it sought to prevent them from monopolising that data.\textsuperscript{38}

There are also some counter arguments. First, referring to the last argument above, it is also suggested that the final version of the Database Directive lacks a provision on statutory licences, which thereby suggests that the legislator does not acknowledge database rights to be vested in a maker who produces data himself.\textsuperscript{39} Second, Recitals 45 and 46 of the Database Directive point out that the sui generis database right “does not in any way constitute an extension of copyright protection to mere facts or data” and that it “should not give rise to the creation of a new right in the works, data or materials themselves”; conferring a database right on the basis of investments in the creation of data is coming quite close to the creation of such a new right.

The discussion above illustrates the tension that exists between the free flow of information, and the incentive to makers of databases to invest in databases and the monopolisation of information

\textsuperscript{33} BHB v. William Hill, §§36-37.
\textsuperscript{34} Spoor, Verkade and Visser, p. 620: „Beslissend lijkt daarom vooral, of het creëren van de informatie gericht is op het tot stand brengen van de databank, inclusief het verder uitbouwen en vervolmaken daarvan.”
\textsuperscript{35} Spoor, Verkade and Visser, p. 620.
\textsuperscript{36} Opinion of Advocate General Stix-Hackl 8 June 2004, C-203/02, §46.
\textsuperscript{37} ECJ 19 December 2013, C-202/12 (Innoweb v. Wegener), §36; ECJ 9 October 2008, C-304/07 (Directmedia Publishing), §33; Fixtures Marketing v. Veikkaus Oy, §35; BHB v. William Hill, §532 and 46.
\textsuperscript{38} Hugenholtz (2002).
\textsuperscript{39} Hugenholtz (2002).
thereby. What if the contents produced are only marketable in the form of a database? This question might become more relevant, for example, in an environment where research has to rely more on private funding. One might think of high-throughput screening techniques to create large databases with information on e.g. biochemical processes. When funded with public money, there is no question of how to recoup the costs of creating such data and their inclusion in a database. However, if such data are produced for commercial purposes, e.g. to let researchers mine the database for interesting insights, marketing them in the form of a database is the only way.

2.1.2 Exclusive rights

2.1.2.1 Copyright: reproduction and communication

The European copyright framework has harmonised several exclusive rights to be granted under Member State laws. For works in general, the Copyright Directive harmonised three exclusive rights that are granted to the author: the reproduction right, the right of communication and making available to the public, and the distribution right.40

Reproduction

The reproduction right is formulated broadly as the “exclusive right to authorise or prohibit direct or indirect, temporary or permanent reproduction by any means and in any form, in whole or in part”.41 As discussed above, the CJEU ruled in its Infopaq decision that this right only covers reproductions made of works or parts of works that constitute an author’s own intellectual creation.42 Hence, this originality criterion does not only define the protected subject-matter, but it defines the scope of the reproduction right as well; reproductions of parts of copyright works that do not constitute the author’s own intellectual creation do not fall within the scope of the reproduction right.

It is highly likely that many TDM activities fall within the scope of the reproduction right, presuming that the mined contents consist of protected subject-matter; as set out above, this is highly likely in the case of high-level data such as books, newspaper or scientific articles, photos, images, music, or cinematographic works. In the first stage of TDM, identified sources are possibly copied onto the miner’s own storage facilities, which would involve the making of reproductions. Subsequently, selection may be made from the collected subject-matter to copy into a new dataset. For the actual analysis that will follow, the executed analysis software required (partial) reproduction to be made in a computer’s RAM which may be merely transient and only consist of fragments of works. However, the CJEU has ruled that such fragments are covered by the reproduction right of Article 2 of the Copyright Directive, if they “contain elements which are the expression of the authors’ own intellectual creation, and the unit composed of the fragments reproduced simultaneously must be examined in order to determine whether it contains such elements”.43 If, eventually, TDM results are published, parts of works may be quoted or otherwise included in the publication. In those cases, these reproductions are covered by Article 2 of the Copyright Directive as well, provided that these parts are the author’s own intellectual creation.

40 Articles 2, 3 and 4 of the Copyright Directive.
41 Article 2 of the Copyright Directive.
42 CJEU Infopaq, §48.
43 CJEU 4 October 2011, Joined Cases C-403/08 and C-429/08 (Premier League), §159.
Communication, making available and distribution

According to Article 3(1) of the Copyright Directive, “Member States shall provide authors with the exclusive right to authorise or prohibit any communication to the public of their works, by wire or wireless means, including the making available to the public of their works in such a way that members of the public may access them from a place and at a time individually chosen by them”. It follows from the directive’s 23rd recital and the CJEU’s ruling in *Circul Globus București* that this only covers communications to the public where the public is at a place different from where the communication originates. Consequently, exclusive rights to authorise other sorts of communications (to the public), such as public and live performances, remain unharmonised and their existence and interpretation are left at the discretion of the Member States.

As regards the publication of TDM results, this will often take place in the form of an article or report that is either available digitally on the Internet - e.g. through a website where it is either publicly available, or accessible behind a paywall or through a subscription - or on paper. Where such publication includes an original work or part thereof, the making available of that publication will constitute a making available to the public and requires the right holder’s authorisation. For the paper version of such a publication, it is the distribution right of the author that will be affected instead. It is harmonised by Article 4(1) of the Copyright Directive and applies, as follows from recital 28, only to physical copies. This exclusive right covers the distribution to the public of an original or copies of a work by sale or otherwise.

Exclusive rights in databases

Besides the discussed exclusive rights under general copyright law, the harmonized regime for copyright in databases grants the author of a database a specific set of exclusive rights, although they largely overlap those provided by the Copyright Directive. Article 5 of the Database Directive namely provides the rights to authorise or prohibit:

- the “temporary or permanent reproduction by any means and in any form, in whole or in part” (reproduction right);
- “any form of distribution to the public of the database or of copies thereof” (distribution right);
- “any communication, display or performance to the public” (communication to the public right).

The reproduction right is likely to cover the stages where one or more collections are retrieved in their entirety. Following the Court’s reasoning in Infopaq, when parts of databases are reproduced, the reproduction right only cover those parts that are original. Consequently, in later stages where contents are selected and possibly combined into a new dataset, the original selection and structure might get lost, with the result that “elements on which copyright could have a grasp have become undetectable”. This might also apply where databases are not retrieved as a whole and where only certain contents are selected and subsequently retrieved. However, we are not sure whether the Court would interpret reproduction under the Database Directive similarly to its equivalent in the
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44 CJEU 24 November 2011, C-283/10 (*Circul Globus București*).
45 Triaille et al. (2014), p.35.
Copyright Directive. Either way, as Triaille et al. have also argued, there is a problem from an evidential point of view: if large amounts of data are collected from many sources, it might be difficult to prove that contents originate from a specific database.

In the typical TDM process, both the distribution and communication to the public rights may only be affected at the stage of publication of any TDM results. This will only be the case where the results contain elements of the selection and arrangement that are considered original, which is, for example, highly unlikely when a small part (of one of the contents) of the databases is quoted or otherwise included in the results.

Where the Copyright Directive lacks the provision for an adaptation right, the Database Directive provides for a right of “translation, adaptation, arrangement and any other alteration” in Article 5(b). It is conceivable that an original database may be adapted in the process of creating the target dataset for the analysis, where, for example, only parts of the contents are selected or where their arrangement has been modified. However, as with the reproduction right, the evidential problem as regards the original source arises.

2.1.2.2 Database law

According to Article 7(1) of the Database Directive, the maker of a database has the exclusive right to authorise the extraction or re-utilisation of the whole or a substantial - quantitatively or qualitatively assessed - part of the contents of the database. It also includes the repeated and systematic extraction or re-utilisation of non-substantial part, insofar that would “conflict with a normal exploitation of that database or which unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the maker of the database shall not be permitted” (Article 7(5) of the Database Directive). How these exclusive rights are interpreted, is mainly found in the CJEU’s decisions.

In BHB v. William Hill, the CJEU emphasised Recital 42 of the Database Directive, which states that the objective pursued by the sui generis database right is intended to protect the maker of a database against acts carried out by users that go beyond the legitimate rights and thereby harm the investment. The purpose is to guarantee the maker a return on his investments associated with the creation and maintenance of a database. According to the Court, the purpose of these acts of extraction and re-utilisation is not relevant for the assessment of the scope of the sui generis right. The prohibited acts do not include the consultation of a database, including by third parties who consult a publicly accessible database, whether or not the accessed database concerns the (authorised) re-utilisation by a third party. In the same case, the Court also defined the lawful user as the user whose access to the contents of a database for consultation purposes follows from a direct or indirect consent of the maker.

46 Triaille et al. (2014), p.35.
49 BHB v. William Hill, §§54-56.
50 BHB v. William Hill, §58.
Right of extraction

The concept of extraction refers to “any unauthorised act of appropriation” of a whole database or a part of its contents,\(^{51}\) meaning that the materials are “placed on a medium other than that of the original database”, regardless of whether this is permanent or temporary.\(^{52}\) If the “physical and technical characteristics” of contents in a protected database are present in another database, this is only evidence of an extraction of contents from the first database, “unless that coincidence can be explained by factors other than a transfer between the two databases concerned”.\(^{53}\)

The extraction right, as well as the re-utilisation right, requires that a substantial part is appropriated. This must be evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively. Qualitatively refers to “the volume of data extracted from the database and/or re-utilised, and must be assessed in relation to the volume of the contents of the whole [database]”.\(^{54}\) Qualitatively refers to the “scale of the investment in the obtaining, verification or presentation of the contents” that are re-utilised, irrespective of whether it forms a substantial part quantitatively.\(^{55}\) In this regard, verification refers to “ensuring the reliability of the information contained in [the] database” and to the monitoring of “the accuracy of the materials collected when the database was created and during its operation”.\(^{56}\) Obtaining refers to the searching of independent materials to collect them in the database, and not the investment made in the creation of those materials.\(^{57}\)

If a database consists of multiple modules, then the substantiality of the extraction from one module needs to be assessed in relation to the whole module; when extractions are made from multiple modules of that database, these have to be assessed in relation to the whole database.\(^{58}\) Moreover, the repeated and systematic extractions of insubstantial parts of a database’s contents are also prohibited when they “conflict with the normal exploitation of [a] database or […] unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the maker of the database”. For example, this is the case when they “have resulted in the reconstruction of a substantial part of those contents”.\(^{59}\)

Retrieving stage

In the course of TDM activities, a lot of extractions may be made when data is retrieved from different sources. Often the whole database is used or retrieved to select data for the further analysis, and if not, there is a high chance that a substantial part is retrieved. There might be cases where only a non-substantial part is extracted from a database, but the retrieval of contents is generally likely to be problematic.

Creating target dataset
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\(^{51}\) BHB v. William Hill, §67.  
\(^{52}\) Apis-Hristovich v. Lakorda, §45.  
\(^{53}\) Apis-Hristovich v. Lakorda, §55.  
\(^{54}\) BHB v. William Hill, §70.  
\(^{55}\) BHB v. William Hill, §71.  
\(^{56}\) BHB v. William Hill, §34.  
\(^{57}\) CJEU BHB v. William Hill, §31; CJEU Fixtures Marketing v. OPAP, §40; CJEU Fixtures Marketing v. Veikkaus Oy, §34; CJEU Fixtures Marketing v. Svenska Spel, §37.  
\(^{58}\) CJEU Apis-Hristovich v. Lakorda, §74.  
\(^{59}\) CJEU Directmedia Publishing, §§59-60.
When creating a target dataset, data is selected from a database to form a new dataset for analysis purposes. This dataset may already have been retrieved in the previous stage, but the miner may also select data from a database from a third-party and subsequently only retrieve the selected data. In both cases, the act of selecting and copying contents into a new database will constitute an extraction that requires authorisation when it concerns a substantial part. This is the case even if a copy of the database is obtained with the authorisation of the maker, since the exhaustion only applies to the resale of that copy, but not the right to control extraction and re-utilisation.\(^60\)

**Mining/analysis**

In this stage, the final dataset is being analysed by the mining software. Extractions of the database’s contents will be made, since parts of the database are continuously copied in the working memory of the computer. They are temporary, but the extraction right also covers temporary copies.\(^61\) Triaille et al. consider that it is conceivable that no permanent or temporary copies are made at all, for example, when software crawls in the mined data and only “counts’ occurrences or ‘registers a link between this data and another [sic] data’”.\(^62\) This might indeed be the case. The partial copies that are possibly made into the computer’s RAM may be non-substantial in themselves and have not resulted in the reconstruction of a substantial part of the database, since they are only temporarily stored to enable the software to count or make links.

**Evaluation or publication**

With regard to the evaluation stage, we refer to the discussion under ‘Re-utilisation right’. The same reasoning for the substantiality of the contents that are re-used in the publication of TDM results applies to the extraction rights. The mere incidental inclusion of contents in publications is not very likely to amount to a substantial part of their source database.

**Right of re-utilisation**

Generally, TDM goes beyond the mere consultation of a database. Re-utilisation is interpreted as meaning a distribution to the public (of the whole or part) of the contents,\(^63\) and this is fulfilled when the number of persons targeted is indeterminate.\(^64\) Since the contents of a database are only used to be ‘read’ by mining software, there is no actual disclosure to the researchers themselves, let alone a public. It is only in the stage of publication that contents might be disclosed to the public, when they are included in the publication of the results, e.g. quotation or example of data used. In such a case, the only question that remains is whether that would constitute the re-utilisation of a substantial part. The latter must be assessed both quantitatively and qualitatively. Since the first refers to “the volume of data extracted from the database and/or re-utilised, and must be assessed in relation to the volume of the contents of the whole [database]”,\(^65\) the incidental inclusion of one or a few
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\(^60\) Article 7(2)(b) of the Database Directive; *BHB v. William Hill*, §52.

\(^61\) CJEU *Apis-Hristovich v. Lakorda*, §45.


\(^64\) CJEU *Innoweb v. Wegener*, §51.

\(^65\) CJEU *BHB v. William Hill*, §70.
records from a database in a publication is not very likely to be substantial from a quantitative perspective.

*Qualitatively refers* to the “scale of the investment in the obtaining, verification or presentation of the contents” that are re-utilised, irrespective of whether it forms a substantial part quantitatively.66 In this regard, *verification* refers to “ensuring the reliability of the information contained in [the] database” and to the monitoring of “the accuracy of the materials collected when the database was created and during its operation”.67 *Obtaining* refers to the searching of independent materials to collect them in the database, and not the investment made in the creation of those materials.68 It is difficult to argue that the incidental inclusion of contents in publications of TDM results are qualitatively substantial parts of the source database. This would mean that a substantial investment is made in that particular data, that does not relate to its creation.

However, it should be noted that in the *Innoweb* case, the CJEU discussed a meta search engine, that enabled the end user to search through multiple databases with one query. This query was 'translated' into the necessary queries for the search engines of the searched databases, providing the user with the search results of multiple database. The Court found that the making available of such a meta search engine constitutes a re-utilisation of substantial parts of the databases concerned, if not their entirety, since it enables the end user to search those entire databases; this finding was not affected by the fact that only parts of those databases were actually consulted and displayed.69 Although TDM acts themselves may not be affected by the Court’s findings, its ruling could be relevant to parties that enable TDM users to search multiple databases for contents with only one query.

### 2.1.3 Exceptions

When TDM activities fall within the ambit of an exclusive right under copyright or database law, this does not necessarily mean that they always require authorisation from the author. They may be covered by an exception to the exclusive rights under certain circumstances. The Copyright Directive provides for 20 exceptions of which only one is mandatory for Member States to implement in their national legislations. The Database Directive also provides for some exceptions, both in the context of copyright in databases as well as sui generis rights. In this section, we will discuss the exceptions that are of relevance for TDM. Where the exceptions in both regimes are of a similar nature, they are discussed together. Each section that examines an exception concludes with a discussion of each of the three categories of barriers of our benchmark.

#### 2.1.3.1 Temporary reproductions

Only the Copyright Directive provides for an exception to the reproduction right for the making of reproductions of transient nature. As mentioned above, it is the only mandatory exception and is implemented in all Member States in mostly identical wording.70 No similar exception is provided for either the copyright or the sui generis regime under the Database Directive, which suggests that it
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67 CJEU BHB v. William Hill, §34.
69 CJEU Innoweb v. Wegener, §53.
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does not apply to copyright in databases;\textsuperscript{71} the Norwegian implementation even explicitly states that it does not apply to databases and computer programs.\textsuperscript{72} The Commission has proposed the introduction of similar exceptions for copyright and sui generis rights vested in databases.\textsuperscript{73}

Article 5(1) of the Copyright Directive provides that temporary reproductions are exempted from the reproduction right of Article 2 when:

- they are transient or incidental;
- they are an integral and essential part of a technological process;
- their sole purpose is to enable
  - a transmission in a network between third parties by an intermediary of a work, or
  - lawful use of a work;
  - they have no independent economic significance.

We shortly discuss the criteria below.

\textit{Transient and part of a technological process}

Whether this exception is able to cover acts in a TDM process depends on the actual technology used and the way a miner deals with the mined subject-matter. Reproductions made on paper are not regarded transient or incidental,\textsuperscript{74} which will not be an issue in the context of TDM that is digital by nature. The making of transient copies is considered an essential part of a technological process when it is carried out \textit{entirely} in the context of implementing a technological process, which excludes reproduction made (partially) outside of that process, and that the technological process “could not function correctly and efficiently without that act”.\textsuperscript{75} It does not require that no human activity is involved in the process,\textsuperscript{76} but reproductions have to be \textit{automatically} deleted,\textsuperscript{77} since manual deletion implies a risk that it is stored longer,\textsuperscript{78} taking away its transient nature. In that regard, reproductions made in the computer’s memory by software in the stage of analysis may be considered to be transient and part of a technological process, since they are automatically removed from the RAM after the analysis and since they are indispensable to the analysis process. In the stage of retrieval of information and creating a target dataset, reproductions may be intended to exist only temporarily. However, since they require human intervention to be removed, it is not likely that they are covered by the exception of Article 5(1). Obviously, the same applies for the inclusion of works in TDM publications, which are permanent by nature.

\textsuperscript{71} See also Beunen (2007), p.27.
\textsuperscript{72} Report for Norwegian.
\textsuperscript{73} European Commission (2004), pp.7–8.
\textsuperscript{74} CJEU Infopaq, §§68-70.
\textsuperscript{75} CJEU 17 January 2012, C-302/10 \textit{(Infopaq II)}, §30.
\textsuperscript{76} CJEU Infopaq II, §32.
\textsuperscript{77} CJEU Infopaq, §65.
\textsuperscript{78} CJEU Infopaq, §69.
Lawful use

In the context of TDM, a discussion on the purpose of transmission by an intermediary is not relevant. Rather, it is important to consider when there is lawful use of a work, and whether this is the sole purpose of the temporary copy. Recital 33 of the Copyright Directive states that a “use should be considered lawful where it is authorised by the rightholder or not restricted by law”. In Infopaq II, the Court ruled that the making of an extract of 11 words from a newspaper article was neither restricted by European Union law, nor by Danish legislation. Therefore, it was considered to be lawful use, although it was not authorised by the right holder. There may still be national differences in the interpretation of lawful use: must any use be assessed separately or are all uses by a lawful user considered to be lawful when they comply with the other criteria of Article 5(1)? This may bring uncertainty for TDM.

No independent economic significance

The last criterion requires that ephemeral reproductions have no independent economic significance, meaning that “the economic advantage derived from their implementation must not be either distinct or separable from the economic advantage derived from the lawful use of the work concerned and it must not generate an additional economic advantage going beyond that derived from that use of the protected work”. It also requires that the works are not modified during the process, which excludes steps in the TDM process where the contents are modified in any way; for example this could be the case where the original subject-matter is enriched with metadata or where unstructured texts are converted into structured data for the purpose of the analysis.

Restrictiveness

The purpose of the exception of Article 5(1) is “to facilitate a technological process and to respond to the needs of modern information technology”. This is reflected in Recital 33 of the directive, which states that this exception should particularly apply to the browsing and caching of contents on the Internet. However, the scope of the exception does not seem to provide the flexibility to permit TDM activities for any purpose; it is only the analysis step that is likely to benefit from Article 5(1), which excludes any TDM technology where information must be either retrieved from an external source or where contents must be modified before analysis.

Fragmentation

The literal implementation of Article 5(1) in Member States’ laws suggests that no fragmentation would exist regarding this exception. Nevertheless, several criteria may be interpreted in varying ways, in particular the criterion of lawful use.
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79 CJEU Infopaq II, §44.
81 CJEU Infopaq II, §50.
82 CJEU Infopaq II, §54.
Uncertainty
We identified the concept of lawful use as not entirely clear and in need of further explanation. How must this be interpreted in the context of TDM? Is the use to benefit from a copyright exception considered lawful use? Does lawful access to a database with works imply that TDM may be used to extract knowledge, as a user is also allowed to read a book to gain knowledge from reading the text?

2.1.3.2 Use for teaching and research under copyright law
According to Article 5(3)(a) of the Copyright Directive, Member States are permitted to include an exception to both the reproduction right and the communication to the public right for uses of works for “the sole purpose of illustration for teaching or scientific research”. This is only allowed where such uses are justified by the non-commercial purpose to be achieved. Unless impossible, the source and author must be attributed. Since it is an optional exception, the corresponding exceptions - if any - in national copyright laws vary widely both in the scope of beneficiaries and permitted acts. This is well illustrated by Table 1 below, which provides an overview of the Member States’ implementations according to the results of the questionnaire that we have conducted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Rights</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Attr (^{87})</th>
<th>Contract derogation</th>
<th>TPM (^{88})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bulgaria</strong></td>
<td>U</td>
<td>ITS; preparation of analysis, commentary or other scientific research</td>
<td>parts/non-significant number of works in volume</td>
<td>yes, unless (^{89})</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no; request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cyprus</strong></td>
<td>U</td>
<td>ITS</td>
<td>all works</td>
<td>yes, unless</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Czech Republic</strong></td>
<td>U</td>
<td>ITS</td>
<td>works</td>
<td>yes, unless</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estonia</strong></td>
<td>U</td>
<td>ITS; edu. and research institutions</td>
<td>lawfully published works</td>
<td>yes, unless</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>France</strong></td>
<td>R/C</td>
<td>illustration in course of teaching and research; extracts of works excluded: pedagogical</td>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no; request</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\(^{87}\) ‘Attr’ refers to the presence of an attribution requirement.

\(^{88}\) The TPM column shows whether circumvention of technical protection measures (TPMs) is allowed to benefit from the exception.

\(^{89}\) ‘unless’ refers to the fact that the attribution requirement is not absolute, meaning that, for example, it may not apply where it is impossible or would require disproportionate efforts from the beneficiary of the exception.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Rights</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Attr</th>
<th>Contract derogation</th>
<th>TPM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>research and teaching</td>
<td>all works</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
<td>no; request</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>teaching</td>
<td>articles lawfully published in newspaper or periodical; short extracts of works, parts of short works or lawfully published works of fine art</td>
<td>yes, unless</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>ITS</td>
<td>parts of works</td>
<td>yes, unless</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>religious services, classroom instructions or educational broadcasting</td>
<td>parts of works in compilations; individual literary/musical small works; chapters taken from longer works; pictures/drawings</td>
<td>yes, unless</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>R/C</td>
<td>illustration for teaching</td>
<td>parts of works</td>
<td>yes, unless</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
<td>request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>research and teaching; educational/research institutions</td>
<td>works</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>R/T</td>
<td>educational institutions, small works</td>
<td></td>
<td>yes,</td>
<td>uncertain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

U = use | R = reproduction | C = communication to the public | M = making available | D = distribution | P = public performance | T = translation | ITS = illustration for teaching and scientific research

Note that Norway is not a Member State of the EU, but is part of the EEA and has to comply with the rules on copyright law under acquis communautaire.
Restrictiveness

Article 5(3)(a) allows for certain uses *solely for scientific research*. It might therefore permit TDM activities when they are carried out in an (academic) research environment, with no other purposes achieved than scientific research. This means that such an exception will lose its relevance for TDM carried out in a context that is not of a ‘scientific research nature’ or that (partially) serves goals other than scientific research. Also, it excludes any TDM activity that achieves commercial purposes, excluding, for example, any (scientific) research carried out in commercial company to develop products to bring on the market. In the context of TDM, the purpose of “illustration for teaching” seems to lack relevance, since works are used to extract knowledge and patterns and are not themselves used for illustration in teaching activities.

While the scope of this provision is in itself already limited to certain uses, not all Member States have implemented the full scope of this exception and implementations differ largely on the following aspects:

- **Covered exclusive rights**: while some national copyright laws have a rather neutral wording of the exclusive rights that are covered by the exception, notably by the word “uses”, others have restricted the exception to only to apply to, for example, the reproduction right, or the communication or making available to the public right. As discussed in the section on exclusive rights, it is the reproduction right that is predominantly affected by the TDM. Where national implementations of the research exception do not cover this right, it will not be able to cover any TDM activities that involve the making of reproductions.

- **Purpose and beneficiaries of the exception**: the overview in Table 1 also shows that the purpose or beneficiaries of the exception do not always represent those in Article 5(3)(a).
Certain countries, such as Greece and The Netherlands, have only covered teaching activities. Even under the umbrella of (scientific) research purposes, the scope in some jurisdictions are narrowed. For example, Estonia appoints certain actors - i.e. educational and research institutions - that may benefit from this exception. Such restrictions could exclude, for example, scientific research carried out in commercial entities, even though non-commercial purposes are achieved. In Slovenia, uses are limited to the specific act of issuing textbooks or school books.

- **Subject-matter covered**: Article 5(3)(a) applies to works in general and this is also the case in some national copyright laws, but the subject-matter covered is more limited in most Member States. For example, France appears to cover only parts of works. The corresponding exceptions in countries such as Bulgaria, Greece, Poland and Slovenia cover both parts of works and small works (often aimed at articles in periodicals), and others include visual works as a whole as well. A requirement often found is that the works used for the given purpose have been lawfully published. For TDM, the research exception might lose relevance where only parts of works may be used, since mining of contents often requires going through the entire works. However, where the notion of ‘small works’ implies that, for example, journal or newspaper articles are covered, this could cover the situation where TDM is used to merely mine these sorts of subject-matter.

- **Absolute character of the attribution requirement**: in itself, the attribution requirement seems burdensome in TDM where the author(s) of each work in large collections that are mined must be acknowledged, including their source. However, Article 5(3)(a) exempt those cases where this turns out to be impossible. This is similar in most Member States, with some providing that no attribution is required where this would involve disproportionate costs or efforts. There are few states where the attribution requirement appears to have an absolute character, which may discourage researchers from using TDM due to the efforts they would have to make in tracing all authors and sources of the works.

- **Non-commercial**: in all jurisdictions covered in the overview, the exceptions for teaching and research activities only apply where non-commercial purposes are achieved, although slightly different wording may be used for this. TDM carried out for commercial purposes can therefore not benefit from this exception.

- **Others**: other conditions restricting the scope of the exception were also reported. For example, in the Czech Republic, all copyright exceptions are subject to the three-step-test.\(^{91}\) Consequently, in each case the applicability of the research exception to a certain use has to be assessed, the three-step-test needs to be complied with. Similarly, Slovenia provides for a four-step-test to be applied in individual cases, which is derived from this three-step-test.

The odd man out in the overview of Table 1 is the United Kingdom, where a specific exception for TDM is in force under copyright law. It covers reproductions made to carry out “computational analysis” and is restricted to research purposes. As with all the national exceptions for teaching and research purposes discussed, no commercial purposes may be achieved. Another requirement that is

---

\(^{91}\) This three-step-test corresponds with Article 5(5) of the Copyright Directive and the three-step-test as found in the major international copyright treaties, such as the Berne Convention and the WIPO Copyright Treaty.
not found in most provisions of our overview above, but which is present in the Database Directive’s research exception, is the requirement that only persons having lawful access to the works may benefit from this exception. According to the UK Intellectual Property Office, this is the case where “researchers have the legal right to access a copyright work to read it”; examples mentioned concern subscriptions to a journal or database and works published under open licences.  

Another important factor that may restrict the relevance of a research exception is the extent to which its applicability may be overridden by contract and to what extent the protection of technological protection measures (TPMs) covers uses that would normally be permitted under the exception. As regards the contractual overridability, only four countries have reported that derogations by contract are not allowed. Except for France, where contractual derogation is reported to be allowed, it is rather uncertain for the other Member States in our sample; for example, respondents have reported that there is a lack of interpretation by the courts or legislator, as well as a lack of interpretation or consensus in doctrine.

As provided by Article 6(1) of the Copyright Directive, Member States are obliged to provide legal protection against the circumvention of TPMs applied to works and other subject-matter covered under the directive. This ‘paracopyright’ forms an extra protection layer on top of the copyright in the work, which potentially restricts the user from certain acts that may otherwise be permitted under one of the copyright exceptions. Under Article 6(4), in the absence of any voluntary measures by right holders, Member States must take necessary measures to ensure that users of works may benefit from the exceptions. From our sample, it appears that in most jurisdictions circumvention of TPMs is not allowed when carried out for the purpose of benefiting from the research exception. However, in conformity with the Copyright Directive, they generally provide for a right to request access, whether or not through an assigned committee or body. However, such a process can be burdensome, especially when the TDM user deals with a large amount of works, thereby restricting TDM activities. As a result, right holders may derogate from the research exception by physically or digitally restricting the acts necessary for TDM activities covered by a research exception.

Fragmentation
As shown above, the exceptions vary widely in their scope, which creates a segmented copyright and database law landscape in the EU. This may not be so much of a problem when a miner is strictly working from one Member State, but difficulties may arise where miners are collaborating on a pan-European level and work from different jurisdictions. In such cases, it may be burdensome for TDM users to assess the lawfulness of their TDM activities when faced with many laws with their own criteria for the research exception to apply, if it exists at all. Thereby, it may also affect pan-European collaborations where miners in ‘non-permissive’ (meaning probably not permitting TDM) countries may not be in demand as partners. Consequently, this may have a fragmentary effect on the TDM research landscape in Europe as well as the single market for TDM related activities.

Uncertainty
We already observed the fragmentary landscape with regard to the research exception, which in itself also enhances uncertainty as miners may not be aware of copyright law in other countries.

---

93 Burk (2003), p.43.
However, other elements add to the uncertainty in relation to these exceptions as well, of which some are a shared feature of many exceptions - i.e. the concepts of lawful use, scientific research and lawful user - while other are specific to certain Member States - such as the applicability of a fair dealing criterion in the UK and the three-step-test in the Czech Republic.

First, and as Triaille et al. already observed, the phrase “illustration for” that is found in the research exception both in the Copyright and Database Directives, may apply to teaching only or to scientific research as well. If the latter would be true, they argue, the exception would be of no value for TDM activities. Whether or not the European legislator may have intended the said passage to apply to scientific research as well, it seems that most of the respondents to our questionnaire have not regarded this a problem and that the limited applicability of the exceptions to TDM lies in the other, already identified, limitations of the implemented scopes.

The concept of scientific research is generally not defined in either the copyright and database laws or case law. As Triaille et al. have observed, not all implementations add the term “scientific” before research and when research is to be qualified as “scientific” is also subject to discussion; it could range from a very traditional view where only research within universities is covered, to research by any beneficiary that is regarded to be scientific due to the nature of the research. So if one might conclude that the research exception might be useful for certain TDM activities in a research environment, it is not at all clear what sort of environment or what sort of research is covered.

All implementations of the research exception require the use to be non-commercial. It is very conceivable that academic research within a research university, of which the results are not (commercially) valorised in any way, will be covered by the exception. However, the mere fact that the organisation is not-for-profit or mainly funded by the public does not affect the findings as to its commercial purposes, which is clear from Recital 42 of the Copyright Directive. As Triaille also recognised, it is more likely that no commercial purposes are present to the extent that research entities, for example, mainly carry out fundamental research, in contrast to the case where research is aimed at bringing a new product on the market. However, it becomes problematic where commercial aspects are (remotely) present or where the results of research unintendedly turn out to be commercially viable. It is questionable whether it matters if the initial aim was non-commercial, which would render this a rather subjective criterion. It might also bring evidential problems, where the results of research are valorised in a monetary way afterwards: if the onus of proof lies with the TDM researcher, he may have difficulties in providing evidence as to his initial - non-commercial - intentions.

The conditions listed under “Others” in the overview provided in Table 1 also include some that may cause uncertainty. For example, The Netherlands and Greece require that the particular use covered has to comply with “fair practice”, which is an open norm and subject to interpretation. However, respondents have not reported any particular issues regarding the interpretation of this criterion.

---

94 Triaille et al. (2014), p.82.
95 Triaille et al. (2014), p.82.
96 Triaille et al. (2014), p.60.
As already discussed above, uncertainty also exists as regards the extent parties may derogate from the research exception by contract in most jurisdictions.

2.1.3.3 Use for teaching and research under database law

Article 9(b) of the Database Directive (96/9/EC) also provides Member States with the possibility of implementing a teaching and research exception under the sui generis database regime. Its scope and conditions are almost identical to its copyright equivalent, save for a few exceptions:

- The exception does not cover all exclusive rights, but only the extraction right;
- The attribution requirement is worded in an absolute way, lacking the ‘unless impossible’ clause in the Copyright Directive;
- Only lawful users can benefit from this exception.

Potentially, this exception may cover extractions made in TDM carried out for research purposes and therefore cover the TDM process as a whole, insofar as the re-utilisation of a database’s content remains limited to insubstantial parts. In contrast to the research exception in copyright law, it is implemented word-by-word in most Member States. In some countries, the research exception applies to both copyright and database law, thereby being identical in scope for both regimes.\(^98\)

Restrictiveness

For the barriers falling under the category of restrictiveness, we can generally refer to the findings as regards the research exception under copyright law. Nonetheless, as stated above, the research exception under database law is more restrictive as regards:

- The attribution requirement: there seems to be no opportunity to derogate from this requirement when this turns out to be impossible or to involve extreme efforts or costs;
- It does not cover all exclusive rights. Nonetheless, it must be noted that it covers the extraction right, which is most relevant in the context of TDM.

In addition, restrictive factors are found in Czech law, where the three-step-test must be applied in each case, and in Slovenia, where the exception only covers teaching.

While the United Kingdom has implemented a TDM exception in its copyright law, miners have to rely on the research exception with regard to the extraction rights under database law.\(^99\) The exception does implement many of the criteria of Article 9(b) of the Database Directive, but it lacks the requirements for the users to be lawful; it rather requires that the database has been made available to the public in any manner. Moreover, it adds that the database right is not “infringed by fair dealing [emphasis added]”\(^100\).

---

\(^{98}\) This is stated in the reports for France, Iceland and Norway.
\(^{99}\) See also the report for the United Kingdom.
\(^{100}\) Section 20 of the UK Copyright and Rights in Databases Regulations 1997.
**Fragmentation**

The level of fragmentation as regards the research exception is significantly lower under the sui generis database regime than it is under copyright law. As discussed, there are a few jurisdictions in our sample that differ from other countries to an appreciable extent.

Nonetheless, significant fragmentation exists when comparing the research exception in both regimes, which may raise issues when mined databases both consist of copyrightable works and are protected as such under sui generis database law. Under the Copyright Directive, the exception only permits use for the sole purpose of illustration for teaching or scientific research, where its counterpart in the Database Directive lacks the additions of “sole”. This implies that scientific research does not have to be the only purpose in order for the exception to cover such uses; if another purpose is served, this might prevent the use from being covered by the exception under the copyright regime. A second difference is found in the exception’s attribution requirement. Where the Copyright Directive includes a mitigating factor for the requirement to acknowledge the source and author’s name, i.e. exempting the cases where “this turns out to be impossible”, the Database Directive lacks such a phrase for its exception under its sui generis regime. As a consequence, the attribution requirement under database law has an absolute character, while its copyright equivalent, both under the Copyright and Database Directives, is less strict.

**Uncertainty**

In addition to the findings as to the uncertainty with regard to the research exception under copyright law, there is also uncertainty regarding the concept of lawful user. It is not only found in the research exception, but in Article 8(1) of the Database Directive as well, which provides that lawful users may extract and re-utilise insubstantial parts of a database. In the context of the latter, Recital 34 of the Database Directive makes clear that when the right holder has made a copy of the database available to the user, that user is regarded a lawful user and may use the database for the purposes and in the way set out in the agreement with the right holder; this also applies where such “use necessitate[s] performance of otherwise restricted acts”. Such a description of the lawful user is somewhat problematic in the context of the research exception, especially on the point that the database must be used for the purposes set out in the agreement. If research purposes are excluded for the agreement - or not explicitly addressed, would reproductions for such purposes prevent a user from being lawful?

A similar discussion in doctrine is reported as regards Czech database law. Under Czech copyright law, a ‘user’ is regarded as an individual that uses a copyright work and thereby is potentially infringing the exclusive rights of the right holder. However, doctrine has rejected the use of such a definition as regards the lawful user under database law, since the addition of ‘lawful’ would create a tautology; a lawful user cannot potentially infringe a database right. Furthermore, merely having access to a (copy of a) database is not sufficient according to doctrine under Czech copyright law. The report for The Netherlands shows that the Dutch legislator has provided a broader understanding of the lawful user, including any event where the user possesses a lawfully acquired copy of the database or where the user has access to an online database in accordance with an agreement; the purposes of the agreement do not seem to affect this finding.

As the concept of lawful user is not clear-cut, it is not entirely clear who the beneficiaries of the research exception are under database law. More clarity, preferably on a European level to avoid fragmentation, would clarify in what situations TDM activities would be covered by the exception.
2.1.3.4 Private copying

The Copyright Directive provides for an exception to the reproduction right regarding the making of copies in the private sphere. Although the Database Directive also provides for a similar exception in Article 9(a), exempting extractions made for private purposes, it only applies to non-electronic databases, thereby lacking any relevance in the context of TDM.

Article 5(2)(b) of the Copyright Directive provides that Member States may provide for an exception for “reproductions on any medium made by a natural person for private use and for ends that are neither directly nor indirectly commercial, on condition that the rightholders receive fair compensation”. This exception may therefore be useful with regard to TDM activities that involve the making of reproductions.

Restrictiveness

The extent to which this exception is able to cover reproductions made in the course of TDM is particularly limited by the following two factors:

- **Private use**: the requirement of private use limits the scope of the exception to apply in situations where TDM is carried out (entirely) for private use. Insofar as reports have addressed national implementations of the private copying exception, national wording seem to focus on personal use, study or (small scale) research,\(^\text{101}\) and sometimes the scope is limited to a few copies.\(^\text{102}\) While in The Netherlands every form of collaboration in this regard seems to be excluded, since copies may only be made for the beneficiary’s own use, the Polish exception is reported to be somewhat broader, covering also copies of works made by a circle of people having personal relationships. However, in general, TDM carried out by groups of people within an institution is not likely to fall under the scope of private copying exceptions.

- **Non-commercial**: reproductions must also be made for non-commercial ends. As with the research exception, it therefore excludes any TDM activity that achieves commercial purposes.

Fragmentation and uncertainty

The scope of the private copying exception already in itself appears to be too restrictive to be of any relevance for users of TDM. It is therefore not relevant to discuss the fragmentation as regards the national implementations thereof, which surely exists,\(^\text{103}\) or the uncertainty as to its scope and applicability. The findings as to the contractual overridability and possibilities of lawfully circumventing TPMs for the purpose of benefiting from the exception, as reported by the legal experts, largely apply to the private copying exception as well.

2.1.3.5 Quotation

A copyright exception for making quotations has been reported for all Member States in our sample. This is not surprising, as Article 10(1) of the Berne Convention, to which all EU Member States are

\(^{101}\) For example, this has been reported for Germany and the Netherlands.

\(^{102}\) This has been reported for Norway and Poland.

\(^{103}\) For example, the remuneration requirement set out in Article 5(2)(c) of the Copyright Directive is applied in varying ways in Member States; see for example World Intellectual Property Organization (2012).
party, provides that “[i]t shall be permissible to make quotations from a work which has already been lawfully made available to the public”. The quotation exception is also found in the Copyright Directive, where Article 5(3)(d) provides that

“quotations for purposes such as criticism or review, provided that they relate to a work or other subject-matter which has already been lawfully made available to the public, that, unless this turns out to be impossible, the source, including the author’s name, is indicated, and that their use is in accordance with fair practice, and to the extent required by the specific purpose”.

In the TDM process, the quotation exception appears particularly relevant where TDM results are published and extracts of works are occasionally quoted in the publication. Depending on the restrictions of the exception and the particular method of TDM, the quotation exception could theoretically cover reproductions made in the other stages of TDM. Table 2 provides an overview of the national reports on the quotation exception, which will be used to assess the extent to which the quotation exception may cover TDM.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Rights</th>
<th>Purpose/beneficiary</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Attr</th>
<th>Permitted proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>criticism/review</td>
<td>parts of works</td>
<td>yes, unless</td>
<td>necessary for purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td></td>
<td>passages from published works</td>
<td>yes, unless</td>
<td>justified by purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>- minor: not specific</td>
<td>- minor: only parts of works in work</td>
<td>yes, unless</td>
<td>- minor: justified extent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- major: critique/review/scientific work</td>
<td>- major: also small whole works, not exceed extent adequate to given purpose</td>
<td>yes, unless</td>
<td>- major: complying with fair practice and required by purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td></td>
<td>works, already made available</td>
<td>yes, unless</td>
<td>justified by purpose and idea of work as a whole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>critical, polemic, educational, scientific, informative nature</td>
<td>very short excerpts</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>very short, both in relation to source and work in which incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>R/D/M</td>
<td>referencing</td>
<td>parts of works</td>
<td>justified by purpose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>support case; criticise position author</td>
<td>short extracts of lawfully published works</td>
<td>justified by purpose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td></td>
<td>parts of works</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>justified by character and purpose of recipient work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>critical or scientific public discussion or other recognised purpose</td>
<td>any presented work</td>
<td>reasonable length</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>criticism and discussion; may not clash with</td>
<td></td>
<td>yes, unless</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Rights</td>
<td>Purpose/beneficiary</td>
<td>Object</td>
<td>Attr</td>
<td>Permitted proportion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>commercial utilisation of work<a href="#footnote104">104</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>in announcement, review, polemic, scientific treatise or comparable purpose</td>
<td>any work lawfully made public</td>
<td>yes, unless</td>
<td>number and size of quoted parts justified by achieved purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>parts of issued works; whole work when very short</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>necessary to achieve desired purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>explanation, polemic, critical analysis, and research and teaching; according to rules of genre works</td>
<td>parts of disseminated works</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td></td>
<td>review and criticism of quoted work</td>
<td>parts of any published work</td>
<td>no?</td>
<td>justified by purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>illustration, confrontation, reference</td>
<td>parts of works; whole visual works</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>short quotations in comparison to work as a whole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: National implementations of the quotation exception

---

[104](#footnote104) The report for Italy explains that when the quotation is carried out for teaching or research, such use is not regarded to have a commercial purpose.

[105](#footnote105) Note that Norway is not a Member State of the EU, but is part of the EEA and has to comply with the rules on copyright law under acquis communautaire.
Restrictiveness

In conformity with the columns of the table, we discuss the restrictiveness of each factor:

- **Fair practice**: generally, the national exceptions require that quotations are made in accordance with fair practice, which is in conformity with the Copyright Directive. This is in itself not a restricting factor as regards the lawfulness of TDM, but it may depend on the specific case. It is further discussed under Uncertainty.

- **Covered acts**: most reported exceptions do not refer to the specific exclusive rights from which quotations are exempted, but rather use a neutral wording like “quotation”, “quote” or “use” as acts covered by the exception. According to the German report, only the exception in Germany explicitly refers to the exclusive rights of reproduction, distribution and making available. As such, the issue of the acts covered does not restrict TDM activities in itself.

- **Purpose/beneficiaries**: the purpose of the quotation has the potential to exclude TDM activities when they are not carried out for the purpose described in the exception. The Copyright Directive provides that quotations are made for purposes such as criticism and review, therefore illustrating possible purposes but not limiting the possible purposes to those two. Nonetheless, it appears that some countries have chosen a rather limited list of purposes, such as Bulgaria, Germany, Greece, Slovakia, Slovenia or the United Kingdom. Some countries include more open ended concepts in their list of permitted purposes. See for example The Netherlands (“or comparable purpose”), Iceland (“other recognised purpose”) and France (“informatory nature”). As a general rule, the exception would only permit TDM activities that relate in some way to criticism and review. Thereby, quotes from works in, for example, research papers would be covered by this exception. However, as regards the reproductions made in earlier stages of TDM, the purposes of criticism and review seem too narrow to sufficiently cover these. With respect to the countries with a broader wording of the exception, it will depend on the actual interpretation in case law - if any.

- **Subject-matter and proportionality**: while reproductions are often made of whole works in the TDM process, the quotation exception generally covers only parts of works. Some Member States go beyond short extracts of works. For example, the Czech Republic has a three-stage system for quotations, which goes beyond the mere quoting: it distinguishes between minor quotations, major quotations and those for teaching and scientific purposes. The first seems to conform to the quotation exceptions in most jurisdictions and the latter rather to the research exception in the Copyright Directive; it is therefore already discussed in the section on the teaching and research exception. The second one, ‘major’ quotations, also covers small whole works, in contrast to the exception for ‘minor’ quotations. In such cases, TDM carried out on, for example, short research papers, might fall within the scope of the exception. Similarly, the Slovenian exception also covers whole visual works, which could be of relevance where photographic works are mined. The size and proportion of the quotation is not fixed, but they generally have to be short. The French exception is even reported to be very short, both in relation to the source and destination of the quote. In such
cases, TDM activities are only covered to the extent that only small parts of works are retrieved and otherwise reproduced in the process.

- **New work**: in addition to the requirements as to the works that are quoted from, there can be requirements as to the destination of those quotations. For example, the exception in Czech copyright law, for both minor and major quotes, requires these to be part of a new work. This requirement does not particularly restrict quotations made in a publication of TDM research, such as a journal article; it becomes more problematic in cases where reproductions are collected in, for example, a structured database made for the analysis. It would require that such a database is itself a work that is original and involved creative choices regarding the selection and arrangements of its contents. It requires a case-by-case analysis to assess whether this is the case.

- **Attribution**: in conformity with the Copyright Directive, most national quotation exceptions generally require the attribution of source and author, unless this is impossible. As discussed in the context of the research exception, attribution can be extremely burdensome when the user of TDM technology retrieves and mines a large quantity of works; whether the miner will have to attribute the authors and source of all those works depends on the interpretation of impossible.

- **Others**: some countries have reported some extra conditions under the quotation exception, that predominantly relate to the moral or personality rights of the author. For example, Iceland requires quotations to be correct and the Dutch exception adds that the author’s moral rights are to be respected. This does not seem to be a restrictive factor in the context of TDM. As regards the quotation in TDM publications these may in general be expected to be accurate. Moreover, it is questionable whether reproductions in the preceding stages of the TDM process are able to ‘disrespect’ the moral rights of the author, when they are merely made for the purpose of analysis itself.

To summarise, while the quotation exception may be very useful to permit quotations in the publication of TDM results, it seems too restrictive for TDM users to rely on such exception; generally, only short works may be used and for a limited set of purposes, where it is possibly required that the destination of those extracts is a work in itself.

**Fragmentation**

The quotation exceptions as they exist under national copyright laws appear to have many conditions in common, although they are sometimes worded or interpreted somewhat differently and sometimes additional conditions need to be met. Since the exception as provided under the Copyright Directive seems in itself already too restrictive in relation to TDM, we do not regard it as relevant to discuss any barriers that are the result of the fragmentation of national renditions of the exception.

**Uncertainty**

We observed that quotations, whether they consist of extracts of works or small complete works, are generally required to be short and that their length is not fixed. This may create uncertainties in case where, for example, TDM is carried out on small works and therefore possibly covered by the quotations exception. Will this cover, for example, all scientific papers, or does it make a difference
whether the length is 3,000 rather than 20,000 words? Such uncertainty renders the exception unfit for TDM users to rely on.

Uncertainty also exists where the required purposes for making quotations are not enumerated in an exhaustive way. While TDM may potentially serve such purposes, it will depend on the actual interpretation in case law and may require an assessment of the purposes for each TDM activity. Also in this regard, the exception does not therefore provide a solid basis for the lawfulness of TDM.

Moreover, the issues in the context of contractual derogation and circumvention of TPMs apply here as well. Although Bulgaria, Hungary and Norway have reported that parties may not contractually derogate from the quotation exception, it remains uncertain in most jurisdictions; only France has reported that such derogations are permitted. Generally, TPMs may not be circumvented to benefit from the exception, but some countries\textsuperscript{106} have reported that rights exist for beneficiaries to request access or means to do so. In the cases where TDM activities would be covered by the quotation exception, it often remains uncertain whether TDM users may benefit from that where it is contractually restricted and whether they can successfully request the necessary means thereto.

2.1.3.6 Press exception

The press exception is also among the exceptions that we identified as having the potential to cover TDM acts under certain circumstances, in particular having journalistic TDM in mind. It is found in Article 5(3)(c) of the Copyright Directive, which permits Member States to exempt:

"reproduction by the press, communication to the public or making available of published articles on current economic, political or religious topics or of broadcast works or other subject-matter of the same character, in cases where such use is not expressly reserved, and as long as the source, including the author's name, is indicated, or use of works or other subject-matter in connection with the reporting of current events, to the extent justified by the informatory purpose and as long as the source, including the author's name, is indicated, unless this turns out to be impossible".

Table 3 provides an overview of the national implementations, as well as their relevant criteria and conditions, of the press exception in our sample.

\textsuperscript{106} As reported for e.g. Bulgaria, Hungary and The Netherlands.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Rights</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Beneficiary</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Attr</th>
<th>Used proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>R/C/M</td>
<td>press</td>
<td>lawfully</td>
<td>current economic,</td>
<td>yes, unless impossible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>made available</td>
<td>political and religion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>R/C/M</td>
<td>press</td>
<td>published</td>
<td>current economic,</td>
<td></td>
<td>yes, extent justified by informative purpose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>articles</td>
<td>political, religious, broadcast works or other subject-matter of same character</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>U/T</td>
<td>public security, judicial proceedings, for the purposes of news reporting and other informative purposes</td>
<td>also</td>
<td>also unpublished</td>
<td>yes, unless impossible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>unpublished works</td>
<td>works</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>R/C/D</td>
<td>press review; compare different comments originating from different journalists on same subject/event</td>
<td>informing</td>
<td>press like media</td>
<td>recent events</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R = reproduction | C = communication | M = making available | U = use | T = translation | D = distribution
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Rights</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Beneficiary</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Attr</th>
<th>Used proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>R/C</td>
<td>informing</td>
<td>mass media</td>
<td>works delivered in public</td>
<td>political speeches, addresses, sermons, legal speeches, or other work of same nature, and summaries or extracts of lectures</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>extent justified by purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>R/C/M</td>
<td>press</td>
<td>articles, broadcasts</td>
<td>newspapers, periodicals, broadcast material</td>
<td>economics, politics, religion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>economics, politics, religion</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>R/C</td>
<td>informing</td>
<td>articles</td>
<td>current interest</td>
<td>yes, unless</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>U/T</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>daily or weekly newspaper, weekly or other periodical, or radio or tv programme or other medium with same function</td>
<td>news items, miscellaneous items, or articles on current economic, political or religious topics or works of same nature</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>journalistic press</td>
<td>short extracts of reports and articles</td>
<td>current events</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R = reproduction | C = communication | M = making available | U = use | T = translation | D = distribution
Table 3: National implementations of the press exception

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Rights</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Beneficiary</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Attr</th>
<th>Used proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>R/M/D</td>
<td>informing by press</td>
<td>political speech, public lecture</td>
<td>media reviews, public speeches, daily news reports</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>extent justified by right to inform</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>R/C/M</td>
<td>informational</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no entire articles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Restrictiveness

We distinguish between, and discuss, the restrictiveness in the following aspects that correspond to the columns in Table 3:

- **Exclusive rights**: while the harmonising provision in the Copyright Directive refers to the acts of reproduction, communication to the public and making available to the public, this is not necessarily the case in all press exceptions found in national legislation. According to the national reports, most countries do refer to all three acts, or to either at least the acts of reproduction and making available to the public or the acts of reproduction and communication to the public. Those not referring specifically to the acts covered by the author’s exclusive rights use neutral wordings such as “use” and in some cases “translations” as well. The acts of reproduction and possible making available in the TDM process are therefore generally not restricted by these factors.

- **Beneficiaries**: most reported exceptions assign the press as the beneficiary of the press exceptions. This potentially includes TDM carried out by users within a press organisation, excluding all non-press users. The Polish exceptions speaks of “journalistic press”, which, depending on its actual interpretation, could be more restrictive. The same is true for the Greek exception, which refers to “mass media”. The Netherlands appear to have implemented a more open ended concept, adding any “other medium with the same function” to the list of beneficiaries. This is more likely to also cover journalistic and press bodies, or individuals, that fit less in the traditional concept of journalism. TDM carried out by press organisations or individual journalists could potentially fall under the press exception in some Member States, while their position is more doubtful in other jurisdictions.

- **Purpose**: the purposes mentioned in Article 5(3)(c) also mainly relate to journalistic events; this applies for the national implementations as well, although they appear in different wordings, ranging from broad concepts such as “informational” to more
narrow ones such as “informing on recent events”. As soon as TDM is carried out beyond these purposes, the miner cannot rely on this exception as to its lawfulness.

- **Medium**: the type of medium where the used, or mined, contents have appeared is also relevant. The exceptions generally require that they are from specific media, such as newspapers or broadcasts, but also “press like media” as in Germany, which potentially covers a wider range of media. Other countries are even broader, referring to published or lawfully made available works in general.

- **Contents**: the topics covered in the media used are relevant as well. In most national implementations, these generally follow the Copyright Directive: the works used must concern current economic, political and religion related topics or recent events. A few appear to be narrower, such as Slovakia and Slovenia. This may have a restrictive effect as to TDM. For example, if a miner wants to mine a database of newspaper articles, it may not even mine all of its contents. Some articles may not be on topics covered by the press exception. To find out which parts may be mined, and which not, can be a timely and costly effort, possibly preventing a journalist or press body from making use of TDM technology.

- **Proportionality**: some reports show that the national exceptions follow their European counterpart, providing that use under the press exception is permitted to the extent justified by the informatory purpose. This may imply that such use is not allowed where it is not necessary for the informatory purpose. In the context of TDM, this is hard to assess, since, by definition, it is used to explore and find new patterns in existing information sources. Although very theoretically, this may restrict TDM for journalistic uses where, whether or not with hindsight, the TDM seems not to have served the informatory purpose.

- **Attribution**: as with the research exception and the quotation exception, the attribution requirement can have restrictive effects as well. In that regard, we refer to the discussion under the research exception in particular.

- **Contractual derogation**: most implementations provide that the press exception does not apply where right holders of works used have explicitly reserved such use. This may reduce the amount of materials that can be lawfully mined and, when such reservations are not made in a machine readable way, may raise practical issues regarding sorting out which materials may be used and which may not.

- **Others**: as we already saw with other copyright exceptions, the three-step-test must be applied under Czech copyright law for each individual case to assess whether it is covered under any exception. Such a requirement may restrict the applicability of the press exception to even fewer cases.

To conclude, the press exception has the potential to exempt the journalistic use of TDM in very specific cases. However, the beneficiaries, materials used, as well as the purposes of such use is narrowly defined, making the exception only useful to rely on in a very limited amount of cases where TDM may be used for journalistic purposes.
Fragmentation

Although most Member States have implemented a press exception, their scopes do not seem harmonised on many aspects: they differ, although sometimes only slightly, in the uses covered, beneficiaries and subject-matter.

Uncertainty

Uncertainties that seem to bring most the uncertainty as to the applicability of the press exception to TDM, and that seem to have the most restrictive effect, relate to

- topics that are covered: can journalists mine newspapers in their entirety or only certain sections?
- beneficiaries: can a data journalist, for the purpose of his own weblog, rely on the press exception?
- media: for example, what are “press like media” and do they cover new (digital) modes of publishing news?

2.1.3.7 Use of insubstantial parts

The scope of the exclusive rights of extraction and re-utilisation under the Database Directive extend only to substantial parts of a database. A contrario, insubstantial parts are not covered by these rights - save for the systematic and repeated extraction or re-utilisation thereof that conflicts with the normal exploitation of the database or unreasonably prejudices the legitimate interests of the database maker. Thereby, the exception of Article 8(1) as regards the extraction and re-utilisation of insubstantial parts of a database might seem somewhat superfluous. Nonetheless, in accordance with the title of Article 8, it is instead formulated as a right of the (lawful) database user. The provision prohibits the maker of a database, that is made available to the public, from “prevent[ing] a lawful user of the database from extracting and/or re-utilizing insubstantial parts of its contents, evaluated qualitatively and/or quantitatively, for any purposes whatsoever”. The lawful user therefore has a general right to use an insubstantial part and, according to Article 15 of the Database Directive, any contractual provisions providing to the contrary are null and void.

Restrictiveness

We already discussed the scope of the exclusive rights under database law and the extent to which they restrict TDM. The exception for use of insubstantial parts does not affect those findings. Where databases are protected under the sui generis regime, Articles 8(1) and 15 of the Database Directive make the limited scope of these rights even more absolute, since contractual restrictions extending the prohibited acts to insubstantial parts are not permitted. Nonetheless, restrictiveness can be found in the fact that the provisions of these articles only apply to databases protected under the sui generis regime. This is confirmed by the CJEU in its *Ryanair* decision.\(^\text{107}\) While this may seem only logical, the fact that they have the character of protecting the interests of database end users may as well have led to the conclusion that such rights extend to the use of an unprotected database.\(^\text{108}\) As a result, the user of a database has stronger access rights to protected databases than unprotected

---

\(^{107}\) CJEU 15 January 2015, C-30/14 (*Ryanair*), §45.

ones, which may restrict the uses of unprotected databases for the purpose of TDM to greater extent.

Despite the prohibitions on contractual derogations to the use of insubstantial parts, TPMs might still be applied to restrict use of a database. In the national reports, we often see that circumvention of TPMs to benefit from the user right is not automatically permitted. As with the other copyright and database law exceptions, users generally have to rely on their right to make a request for means or access.

**Fragmentation and uncertainty**

The absolute character of Articles 8(1) and 15 of the directive is reflected in that they are implemented in all Member States (of our sample), so as to prohibit contractual deviation. Therefore, there seems to be no fragmentation on the implementation to an appreciable extent. Nonetheless, as identified above, fragmentation exists between the rights of a database user, ensuring he or she can use insubstantial parts of databases protected under database law, but potentially hindering this with respect to unprotected databases. This may also result in uncertainty, since it is not always possible to outwardly assess a database as to whether it might be protected under database (or copyright) law or not. The user can therefore not be sure whether they have the right to (re-)use insubstantial parts and whether this might result in a breach of any contractual provisions prohibiting such use.

Another uncertainty lies in the concept of the lawful user, as already discussed under the teaching and research exception under database law. We therefore refer to section 2.1.3.2.
2.2 Data protection law

This section identifies the barriers to TDM, according to our benchmark, within the legal framework for data protection in Europe. First, it identifies the barriers that can be found in the general rules of data protection law. This is followed by a section on the ‘exception’ for historical, statistical and scientific purposes, since that concept has the potential to cover TDM under certain conditions and to create some leniency for these activities. We will therefore also identify barriers to this concept separately.

Regulation (EU) 2016/679 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data was only very recently adopted (on 27 April 2016), after four years of intense negotiations. Consequently, in view of the short deadline of this deliverable, we can only provide a preliminary evaluation of the provisions contained therein. So far as possible, we will compare the rules previously contained in Directive 95/46/EC, with those of the new instrument. Since the rules in the Regulation only apply from 25 May 2018, we will revisit the current findings in a subsequent version of this deliverable, taking advantage of the legal commentaries that will undoubtedly have been published in the meantime on the topic of the new Regulation. For now, all scholarly commentary referenced inevitably relates to the provisions of Directive 95/46/EC.

2.2.1 General rules of data protection law

When TDM is carried out on personal data, this is highly likely to involve acts that are relevant under data protection law in the EU Member States. Data protection law is now fully harmonised by the General Data Protection Regulation (2016/679/EC) (GDPR). Two key concepts that trigger the data protection regime are personal data and processing, as the processing of personal data is subject to the principles and legal requirement provided for in the Regulation.

2.2.1.1 Principles, obligations and concepts

Personal data

It is the identifiable or identified person that is protected by data protection law. Article 4(1) of the Regulation (2016/679/EC) provides that personal data means “any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person... [where] an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person”.

It is thus crucial whether a person is identified or identifiable, which might depend on who owns what data. While an internet service provider might be able to identify a specific person from an IP address, the average surfer on the web probably could not. Generally, the equivalent provision of the Directive was broadly interpreted and while certain data may not constitute personal data by itself, in combination with other data it might enable a party to identify a person or make them “considerably easier” to identify.

Regarding the former provision, article 2(a) of the Directive, the Article 29 Working Party, established to advise on several matters of data protection law, has stated that many cases where data subjects can be identified exist in the online environment,\textsuperscript{112} and that “[a]nonymisation is increasingly difficult to achieve with the advance of modern computer technology and the ubiquitous availability of information”.\textsuperscript{113} Considering the explosive growth in available data, it is conceivable that such cases exist to an even greater extent. In such an environment, it may therefore be safer to assume that data processed in this context constitutes personal data, unless it is evident that it is not.\textsuperscript{114} Note that photographs may also constitute personal data.\textsuperscript{115}

Under European data protection law, a stricter regime applies to special categories of data, that constitute sensitive data; according to Article 9 GDPR, these include personal data revealing:

- racial or ethnic origin
- political opinions
- religious or philosophical beliefs
- trade-union membership, and
- data concerning health or sex life

Processing

It is the processing of personal data that causes the rights and obligations as regulated by the GDPR to apply. The concept of processing must be interpreted rather broadly, meaning “any operation or set of operations which is performed on personal data or on sets of personal data, whether or not by automated means, such as collection, recording, organisation, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, restriction, erasure or destruction”.\textsuperscript{116} Since TDM involves the making of reproductions of subject-matter, as well as the possible publication thereof, it is evident from such a definition that the mining of personal data will constitute processing of personal data. Examples could be the mining of:

- Internet browsing and clicking behaviour
- Customers’ buying history
- Patient records
- Research involving human subjects
- Genetic data

\textsuperscript{115} Kuner (2007), p.93.
\textsuperscript{116} Article 4(2) of the GDPR.
Data controller and data processor

Under data protection law, it is crucial to identify the data controller and the data processor. This relates to the obligations and liabilities under the Regulation which are primarily aimed at the data controller. While the Regulation provides for some responsibilities for the processor, they mainly follow orders from the controller and are therefore not subject to many obligations. This difference in role is reflected in the definitions of controller and processor. According to Article 4(7), the controller is “the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body which, alone or jointly with others, determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal data; where the purposes and means of such processing are determined by Union or Member State law, the controller or the specific criteria for its nomination may be provided for by Union or Member State law”. Article 4(8) regards the data processor to be the “natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body which processes personal data on behalf of the controller”. As follows from the definition of controller (‘alone or jointly’), multiple parties might be considered to be the controller of the data, which are then regarded as “co-controllers”. When a controller chooses a processor to process data on his behalf, this does not discharge the controller from obligations relating to the security of the data. Article 28(1) GDPR provides that the controller must “use only processors providing sufficient guarantees” relating to the technical and organisational security of the processing of the personal data and he must also ensure that these measures are complied with.

In text and data mining, it will often be the miner who decides which data is processed for what purposes. It is therefore likely that he will be considered the controller. It might become more complex where research is carried out within a large consortium of collaborating researchers, who jointly determine what research methods are used and what data is used for what purposes. It depends on the circumstances and on what is mutually arranged among the researchers involved. This also applies to, for example, the situation where a researcher instructs a research assistant to mine a certain dataset or a certain category of data. It might depend on how detailed the instructions were and how much leeway was given to that assistant in assessing whether he is a mere processor or makes decisions in a way that he might be regarded a controller of the data.

Applicable law

Among the novelties brought by the Regulation is the territorial scope of the data protection. According to Article 3, the Regulation applies to the processing of personal data in the context of the activities of an establishment of a controller or a processor in the Union, regardless of whether the processing takes place in the Union or not. The protection also applies to the processing of personal data of data subjects who are in the Union, by a controller or processor not established in the Union, where the processing activities are related to:

a) the offering of goods or services, irrespective of whether a payment of the data subject is required, to such data subjects in the Union; or

b) the monitoring of their behaviour as far as their behaviour takes place within the Union.

---

117 Kuner (2007), pp.69–70.
This provision was adopted in response to the pre-existing rules which required an examination of the location of the *data controller* and whether the processing of personal data was part of the controller’s establishment. The *Google Spain* decision illustrates that this was not always clear-cut. In that decision, the CJEU first regarded the operator (Google) of a search engine to be a data controller.\(^{119}\) However, the actual controller in this case was Google Inc., which is established in the U.S. and, therefore, the provisions of the Data Protection Directive would not apply in the underlying case. However, the Court found “that processing of personal data is carried out in the context of the activities of an establishment of the controller on the territory of a Member State […], when the operator of a search engine sets up in a Member State a branch or subsidiary which is intended to promote and sell advertising space offered by that engine and which orientates its activity towards the inhabitants of that Member State”.\(^{120}\) The decision showed that the activities of an establishment did not necessarily have to involve the processing of personal data, but that it is sufficient that they are directly or indirectly related to such processing.

**Principles and obligations**

Any processing of personal data must comply with the six main principles provided for by Article 5(1) GDPR, which provides that such data must be:

- a) processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner in relation to the data subject (‘lawfulness, fairness and transparency’)

- b) collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a manner that is incompatible with those purposes; further processing for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes or statistical purposes shall, in accordance with Article 89(1), not be considered to be incompatible with the initial purposes (‘purpose limitation’);

- c) adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are processed (‘data minimisation’);

- d) accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date; every reasonable step must be taken to ensure that personal data that are inaccurate, having regard to the purposes for which they are processed, are erased or rectified without delay (‘accuracy’);

- e) kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects for no longer than is necessary for the purposes for which the personal data are processed; personal data may be stored for longer periods insofar as the personal data will be processed solely for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes or statistical purposes in accordance with Article 89(1) subject to implementation of the appropriate technical and organisational measures required by this Regulation in order to safeguard the rights and freedoms of the data subject (‘storage limitation’);

- f) processed in a manner that ensures appropriate security of the personal data, including protection against unauthorised or unlawful processing and against accidental loss,

\(^{119}\) CJEU 13 May 2014, C-131/12 (*Google Spain*).

\(^{120}\) CJEU Google Spain, §60.
destruction or damage, using appropriate technical or organisational measures ('integrity and confidentiality').

In addition to these general principles, Articles 13 and 14 GDPR provide that the data controller must inform the data subject of, inter alia, his identity, the purposes of the processing of data, the recipients and categories of personal data, and the existence of the data subject’s right of access and right to rectify his data - which is regulated in Article 15.

In the context of TDM, it is important to note that the Article 29 Working Party had emphasised in relation to Article 6(1) of the Directive 95/46/EC that

“it has no reason to believe that the EU data protection principles, as they are currently enshrined in Directive 95/46/EC, are no longer valid and appropriate for the development of big data, subject to further improvements to make them more effective in practice. It also needs to be clear that the rules and principles are applicable to all processing operations, starting with collection in order to ensure a high level of data protection.”

This quote illustrates the fundamental nature of the data protection principles, which is not surprising given that the protection of personal data is recognised as a fundamental right under Article 8 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union.

**Legal grounds**

Any processing of personal data requires a legal ground. Article 6 provides a limitative list of six grounds that legitimise the processing of personal data:

a) the data subject has given consent to the processing of his or her personal data for one or more specific purposes;

b) processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a contract;

c) processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller is subject;

d) processing is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject or of another natural person;

e) processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority vested in the controller;

f) processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the controller or by a third party, except where such interests are overridden by the interests or fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject which require protection of personal data, in particular where the data subject is a child.

Paragraph 4 of Article 6 GDPR further specifies that

“Where the processing for a purpose other than that for which the personal data have been collected is not based on the data subject’s consent or on a Union or Member State law

---

121 Statement on Statement of the WP29 on the impact of the development of big data on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of their personal data in the EU, 16 September 2014, p. 2.
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which constitutes a necessary and proportionate measure in a democratic society to safeguard the objectives referred to in Article 23(1), the controller shall, in order to ascertain whether processing for another purpose is compatible with the purpose for which the personal data are initially collected, take into account, inter alia:

a) any link between the purposes for which the personal data have been collected and the purposes of the intended further processing;
b) the context in which the personal data have been collected, in particular regarding the relationship between data subjects and the controller;
c) the nature of the personal data, in particular whether special categories of personal data are processed, pursuant to Article 9, or whether personal data related to criminal convictions and offences are processed, pursuant to Article 10;
d) the possible consequences of the intended further processing for data subjects;
e) the existence of appropriate safeguards, which may include encryption or pseudonymisation."

This is slightly different with regard to the processing of sensitive data, which is in principle prohibited by Article 9(1) GDPR. Nonetheless, under certain conditions provided for by Article 9(2) such processing is allowed. First, the explicit consent of the data subject may legitimise the processing of sensitive data, although Member States may provide that such consent does not constitute a legal ground for sensitive data. Second, such processing is permitted where such data is manifestly made public by the data subject. Third, other exceptions to this rule relate to the interests of the controller in performing activities under employment law, the protection of the data subject’s vital interests and the processing carried out by non-profit entities with a “political, philosophical, religious or trade-union aim”. The list of permissible grounds for processing of sensitive data has been augmented in the Regulation to include the following:

a) processing is necessary for reasons of substantial public interest, on the basis of Union or Member State law which shall be proportionate to the aim pursued, respect the essence of the right to data protection and provide for suitable and specific measures to safeguard the fundamental rights and the interests of the data subject;
b) processing is necessary for the purposes of preventive or occupational medicine, for the assessment of the working capacity of the employee, medical diagnosis, the provision of health or social care or treatment or the management of health or social care systems and services on the basis of Union or Member State law or pursuant to contract with a health professional and subject to the conditions and safeguards referred to in paragraph 3;
c) processing is necessary for reasons of public interest in the area of public health, such as protecting against serious cross-border threats to health or ensuring high standards of quality and safety of health care and of medicinal products or medical devices, on the basis of Union or Member State law which provides for suitable and specific measures to safeguard the rights and freedoms of the data subject, in particular professional secrecy;
d) processing is necessary for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes or statistical purposes in accordance with Article 89(1) based on Union or

122 Article 9(2)(a) of the GDPR.
123 Article 9(2)(e) of the GDPR.
Member State law which shall be proportionate to the aim pursued, respect the essence of the right to data protection and provide for suitable and specific measures to safeguard the fundamental rights and the interests of the data subject.

The GDPR also allows Member States to maintain or introduce further conditions, including limitations, with regard to the processing of genetic data, biometric data or data concerning health.

2.2.1.2 Benchmarking the general regime

Restrictiveness

Data protection law has the potential to restrict TDM activities, meaning that mining of personal data cannot be carried out unreservedly. As appears in part from the aspects of data protection law discussed above, it is restricted predominantly by the following factors:

- principles of processing
- legal grounds
- informatory obligations

As regards the principles of processing, the purpose limitation of Article 5(1)(b) in particular may restrict TDM where the miner has not collected the data from data subjects, but rather through a third party. The purpose limitation provides that personal data may not be processed for purposes incompatible with those for which they were originally collected. As a consequence, the miner may not use the personal data if the purpose for which he or she carries out the TDM activities is not compatible with the purpose for which they were collected. In cases where personal data is retrieved through third parties and the TDM appears compatible with the original purposes of collection, an obligation will still rest on the miner to inform the data subject(s) of, inter alia, his identity and the purposes of the processing. This can be rather burdensome where a large amount of data subjects are concerned.

The legal ground requirements of the Regulation have a restrictive effect on TDM, since the lack of any legal ground renders the TDM activity unlawful. Whereas, under the former directive, a TDM user cannot rely on the legal grounds that relate to their legitimate interests, performance of a contract, a legal obligation, the public interest or the vital interests of the data subject(s), and so must rely on the consent of the data subject, the Regulation has broadened the legal grounds for processing personal data. The same observation can be made with respect to the processing of sensitive data. Although the mining of sensitive data is in principle more restricted than the mining of merely ‘normal’ personal data, the European legislator has introduced new possibilities for exception, mainly in the area of health and medicine.

Even where the processing of personal data in the course of TDM turns out to be lawful, the information obligations of Articles 13 and 14 GDPR can serve as a barrier, in particular where many data subjects need to be informed; the same applies to the access rights of Article 15. As noted above, the number of data subjects is often quite large and may therefore render such obligations and rights impossible or burdensome for the miner to comply with.

The GDPR introduces extensive obligations for data management, provision of information to data subjects and reporting to the “supervisory authority”, which the processor must comply with before © 2016 FutureTDM | Horizon 2020 | GARRI-3-2014 | 665940
carrying out the processing of personal data. The Regulation also introduces interesting provisions on the development and approval of codes of conduct which may prove useful in the future for TDM activities. More stringent information and reporting obligations may create barriers for a TDM user. Nonetheless, the extent to which these requirements really restrict TDM may depend on several factors.

**Fragmentation**

Until the recent adoption of the Regulation, although data protection law was highly harmonised in the European Union, it was still subject to national implementation and interpretation of the provisions of the Data Protection Directive. Member States now have two years, until 2018, to make their national system compliant with the new Regulation, before the new instrument formally applies. Until such time, fragmentation can therefore still persist in the national interpretations of several concepts of EU data protection law.

The category of sensitive personal data has at times been subject to national interpretation. For example, this is illustrated by the fact that under Czech data protection law, biometric data - which allows identification of a data subject - has been considered to be sensitive data.\(^{124}\) Kuner has also identified that not only definitions of sensitive data differed to a great extent in national data protection laws, but the requirements as to their processing as well.\(^{125}\) As a consequence, personal data might have been regarded as ‘normal’ data in one jurisdiction, while it was considered sensitive data in another. Moreover, the processing of sensitive data might have been lawful in one Member State, while it was considered unlawful in another due to different requirements. Whether these variations will continue in the intermediate period is unclear.

Second, each Member State has its own national DPA, which creates a fragmentary data protection landscape in the following ways:

- **notification**: different DPAs might apply different (formal) requirements as to the notifications of data processing. This has the potential to restrict use of TDM in an environment where pan-European dataflows and collaboration exist, when DPAs do not streamline their requirements.

- **self-regulation**: it appears from the national reports that national DPAs can play slightly different roles concerning the approval and assistance with regard to the setting up of self-regulation or codes of conduct within certain sectors. Although we did not receive extensive information on this aspect, we saw that DPAs in certain Member States do provide assistance in this context. In Norway, the DPA offers services for the drawing up of codes of conduct. In France and The Netherlands, the respective DPAs also provide the possibility of approval or ‘certification’ of a code of conduct or other form of self-regulation as being in compliance with the data protection rules. DPAs may apply different requirements to qualify for such approval.

\(^{124}\) As appears from the report for the Czech Republic.

\(^{125}\) Kuner (2007), pp.103–106.
Uncertainty

Uncertainty exists in some key concepts of data protection law of which that of personal data is, in particular, crucial in the context of TDM. The definition of personal data appears to be very broad. As noted earlier, it may therefore be safer for a TDM user in many cases to assume that the mined contents are personal data. However, when all obligations and principles of data protection law deter the miner from carrying out mining activities, anonymisation of such data may be helpful. The Article 29 Working Party has recognised that “in practice, there is a very significant grey area, where a data controller releasing the data might believe a dataset is anonymised, but a third party may still be able to identify at least some of the individuals from the data”.\(^\text{126}\) If the miner cannot be sure that the data concerned is indeed considered to be anonymous - rather than personal - data, such uncertainty may prevent the user from carrying out TDM or other parties, such as investors, may be held back from such activities.

2.2.2 Concept of historical, statistical and scientific purposes

2.2.2.1 HSSPs

The barriers that are identified above as regards the general rules of data protection law do not necessarily apply in each specific case. In particular, in the context of TDM carried out for **historical**, **statistical** and **scientific** purposes, a ‘lighter’ regime may apply which we will refer to as the HSSPs. Several principles and obligations of the Regulation do not apply when activities fall within the scope of this concept.

First, the purpose limitation of Article 5(1)(b) considers the processing of personal data for “historical, statistical and scientific purposes” not to be incompatible with the purposes for which they were initially collected. Likewise, where Article 5(1)(e) normally requires that personal data may not be stored longer than is necessary for the purposes for which they were collected and further processed, longer storage is permitted for historical, statistical and scientific use. Also, the information obligations of Article 14 concerning cases where data are not being collected from the data subject do not apply where, “in particular for processing for statistical purposes or for the purposes of historical or scientific research, the provision would involve a disproportionate effort or if recording or disclosure is expressly laid down by law”. For all three cases, this special regime is subject to “appropriate safeguards” that Member States are required to lay down.

2.2.2.2 Benchmark

To benchmark the HSSPs as to the three categories of barriers, the focus is on the concept of the scope and interpretation of the HSSPs in Member States’ law and the concept and implementation of appropriate safeguards as developed over the years on the basis of the Data Protection Directive. We raised particular queries on these aspects in the questionnaire sent to the correspondents. The input was not extensive, but was sufficient to demonstrate where the obstacles are as regards TDM.

Restrictiveness

Generally, the national reports show that there is no general interpretation of historical, statistical and scientific purposes; neither is there any general interpretation from the European legislator. We

see that national implementations often refer to other legislative acts that deal with very specific sorts of data or purposes. We discuss the concept with respect to its three different aspects:

- **historical**: not much is reported on the interpretation of historical purposes. However, the reports of the Czech Republic and Norway both refer particularly to archiving purposes. Under Czech data protection law, the Act on Archiving and Records Management is relevant in this context. It lists the specific entities that are obliged to store records. They are exempted from the data protection obligations only where these entities process personal data to carry out their legal duty under the act. In the context of TDM, this does not seem to have much relevance, unless the legal duty of such archives is to carry out TDM activities for certain purposes.

- **statistical**: our sample shows that statistical commonly refers to state statistics. This is much stricter than the term itself implies, since state statistics is only one of the many purposes for which - and by whom - statistics can be obtained. Note that some reports have not reported any interpretation, some due to the lack thereof; therefore, we cannot state as a general rule that statistical refers to state statistics. We can only state that in certain jurisdictions, the scope of the definition is very narrow.

- **scientific**: the term itself implies that this aspect of the HSSPs has the potential to cover the processing within the course of the TDM process when carried out for (scientific) research purposes. Nonetheless, insofar as national reports have provided any interpretations, this is not necessarily the case. Some broad definitions are provided for the Czech data protection regime, where in scholarly doctrine it is argued that a controller may benefit from the regime for HSSPs where these purposes are recent - in contrast to merely proclaiming scientific purposes. The Icelandic report provides a particular description of what is covered by the concept: research dealing with specific tasks, with a predefined beginning and end, and which answers a particular question or hypothesis and creates new knowledge or increases existing knowledge. In the Netherlands, a governmental decree provides more details on the processing for scientific purposes; while it does not provide a definition thereof, it states that it only covers the processing for “particular research”. This implies that there should be a concrete research project for which it is used and that it may not merely be stored in case a relevant research project might pop up.

As regards the concept of “appropriate safeguards”, Recital 29 of the Data Protection Regulation states that they “must in particular rule out the use of the data in support of measures or decisions regarding any particular individual”. The latter principle is explicitly referred to in the Dutch and Slovakian reports; the Dutch government explicitly mentioned that no use of personal data in support of measures or decisions will exist in the context of scientific research. Other principles reported concern:

- **anonymisation**: this is either reflected in an obligation to separate identifiable data from anonymous data, both legally and by technical means, or in the fact that data need to be

127 For example, this is reported for Bulgaria, the Czech Republic and France.

128 This is reported for The Netherlands.
anonymised as soon as possible. The underlying idea seems to be that underlying data may only be kept when it is really necessary for the HSSPs.

- **sole purpose**: according to the Polish report, when data is not used for any purpose other than scientific purposes, such processing is legitimate and therefore meets the safeguards requirement.

- **integrity/security**: in some Member States, appropriate safeguards are connected with the integrity and security or a certain treatment of the processed personal data, where the reports generally refer to the general obligations of the data controller in this context.

- **narrow scope**: in the Czech Republic, the rather narrow interpretation of HSSPs is regarded to be an appropriate safeguard.

- **others**: as reported for Greece, particular safeguards can be imposed by the DPA before it authorises certain processing of personal data.

Generally, the safeguards may impose certain obligations on the TDM user when personal data is to be mined, but these do not appear to be more restrictive than the obligations that already exist under data protection law in general. The only difference is that, in this context, they must be complied with to ensure that the particular processing for HSSPs is carried out in an appropriate manner. While the Regulation more frequently refers to HSSPs, it remains to be seen whether the restrictive interpretation given in some Member States will persist.

**Fragmentation**

We already noted that no general (European) interpretation of HSSPs exist. Moreover, even within Member States, definitions of the relevant terms - historical, statistical and scientific - are provided in a rather fragmentary way, often referring to specific acts. As a result, the scope of HSSPs differs extensively among Member States. The same applies to the implementation of appropriate safeguards, which may bring different obligations and other safeguards that data controllers, e.g. miners of personal data, have to comply with. This might hinder organisations, (research) institutes, companies or other entities established in multiple Member States from carrying out TDM or cause them to base all their activities in one Member State. The same may apply to pan-European collaboration between users of TDM that would jointly be regarded to be the data controller.

**Uncertainty**

From the lack of interpretation of HSSPs in many reports, it appears that there exists uncertainty with respect to this concept. This is mostly due to an absence of interpretation by both legislators and courts, although in some cases some doctrine has been developed in scholarly literature. As a result, where TDM concerns the mining of personal data, the concept of HSSPs, and thereby the possible relief from certain obligations and requirements under data protection law, is not sufficiently interpreted to serve as a solid basis for miners to rely on when they potentially fall within its scope.

---

129 This is reported for Slovakia.
130 For example, this is reported for France and Norway.
2.3 Overall findings

This section provides an overview summarising overview all the legal barriers that are identified in all European and national copyright law, database law and data protection law regimes. They are classified according to the three categories of barriers in our benchmark.

2.3.1 Restrictiveness

Table 4 shows an overview of the barriers identified that fall within the category of restricting TDM, highlighting the aspects of the barriers that appears most problematic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regime</th>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>Consequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copyright and database law</td>
<td>Contractual derogation</td>
<td>In most jurisdictions, it is uncertain whether contractual derogations from copyright exceptions are permitted, but in some it is clear that it is actually allowed. This has the potential to restrict TDM even more than the provisions of copyright and database law, as TDM users may be prevented from benefiting from the exceptions that would otherwise cover their activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Circumvention of TPMs[^1]</td>
<td>The circumvention of TPMs to benefit from a copyright exception is only reported to be allowed for one Member States in our sample. In all others, it is not permitted. Nonetheless, a right generally exists for beneficiaries of exceptions to request access or means to actually benefit, but this may be burdensome to do for each work that is to be mined. Some reports state that in their respective countries such requests have never been made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>research exception:</td>
<td>The limited scope of the research exception in many Member States renders it insufficient to rely on for TDM research. Either the acts themselves are not exempted or the beneficiaries or purposes are very narrowly defined. The non-commercial requirement excludes any TDM research that achieves commercial gains. In some Member States, only parts of works are covered by the exception. The attribution requirement can be burdensome to miners. In certain countries, a three-step-test needs to be applied in every single case, which may restrict the scope even more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scope of reproduction right</td>
<td>Many acts in TDM involve the making of reproductions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[^1]: TPM refers to technological protection measures.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regime</th>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>Consequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scope of making available right and distribution right</td>
<td>and require authorisation from the author of works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>exception for temporary reproductions:</td>
<td>With the publication of TDM results, parts of works might be quoted or otherwise included and will therefore constitute an act of making available (e.g. online) or distribution (e.g. on paper)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- transient copies</td>
<td>Reproductions made in the analysis stage of TDM may be covered, but reproductions made in the other stages are not likely to benefit from this exception. As with many copyright exceptions, the non-commercial requirement excludes TDM activities carried out to gain economic advantage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- non-commercial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>private copying exception:</td>
<td>The scope of the private copying exception is generally restricted to the mere private use. Only in certain cases might it cover TDM where it is carried out in a small and closed environment for research purposes. The non-commercial requirement excludes any use where any direct or indirect economic advantages are gained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- private use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- non-commercial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>quotation exception:</td>
<td>The purpose of quotation is often criticism or review, which would cover TDM in very few cases. The subject-matter covered is in all Member States limited to a - sometimes extremely - small proportion, where some allow the quotation of small whole works. TDM of whole works is generally not permitted. Some implementations require the quotes to be part of a new work, which excludes TDM where the mined contents are not part of a new work - which is often the case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- purpose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- subject-matter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- recipient work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Press exception:</td>
<td>Beneficiaries are limited to the press, with some narrower implementations only referring to either “journalistic press” or “mass media”. The purpose is to inform on recent events, which implies that outdated events are not covered. The subject-matter consists of newspapers or periodicals in terms of media, and must concern current economic, political and religion related topics in terms of topic; this excludes TDM of other sorts of media (blogs?) and/or covering other topics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- beneficiaries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- purpose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- subject-matter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data protection</td>
<td>Principles of processing:</td>
<td>When personal data are mined, virtually anything done with it constitutes processing. This is subject to</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3.2 Fragmentation

Table 5 shows an overview of the barriers identified that fall within the category of fragmentation, thereby restricting TDM. It highlights the most important aspects for each legal regime discussed in the foregoing sections. Note that the findings on the fragmented interpretation and application of the rules data protection may need to be revised as soon as the General Data Protection Regulation will enter into force in April 2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regime</th>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>Consequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copyright law</td>
<td>Implementation of copyright exceptions</td>
<td>Except for the exception for transient copies, all copyright exceptions provided under the Copyright Directive are optional to implement in national copyright laws. A large variation in the implementation of the (teaching and) and research exception exists, which especially serves as a barrier for pan-European collaboration for TDM purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copyright and database law</td>
<td>Research exception:</td>
<td>In the European framework, fragmentation exists between the research exception under the Copyright Directive and its counterpart under the Database Directive. The latter is stricter on the ‘lawful user’ and attribution requirement, but more lenient with regard to the ‘scientific research’ requirement (lacking the addition of “sole”). Thus, while</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

132 HSSPs refers to historical, statistical and scientific purposes.
### Table 5: Overview of legal barriers due to fragmentation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regime</th>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>Consequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TDM research may be permitted under one regime, the same research may not be permitted under the other. The same situation applies as regards the national implementations, where many Member States have implemented the exception under the Database Directive almost word-for-word, in contrast to the research exception under the Copyright Directive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data protection</td>
<td>Sensitive data</td>
<td>The definition of sensitive data, as well as the requirements for processing, differs in scope in national data protection laws. Therefore, the lawfulness of processing of such data in one Member State does not necessarily imply that it is lawful in another.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National DPAs</td>
<td>Each Member State has a national DPA, which must be notified of certain processing of personal data when the data controller is (also) established in that respective jurisdiction and which may have its own (deviating) requirements in that context. National DPAs also play a different role, if any, in the establishment of industry codes of conduct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- notification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- role</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSSPs</td>
<td>The concept of HSSPs is interpreted in very different ways among national data protection laws, thereby rendering it inappropriate to rely on where the data controller is established in multiple jurisdictions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.3.3 Uncertainty

Table 6 shows an overview of the barriers identified that fall under the category of *uncertainty*. They concern the barriers that create uncertainty for TDM users as to the lawfulness of their activities. It highlights the most important aspects for each legal regime discussed in the foregoing sections.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regime</th>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>Consequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copyright law</td>
<td>Contractual derogation</td>
<td>Generally, there exists great uncertainty in many Member States as to the possibilities to derogate from copyright exceptions by contract. As such contracts are able to go beyond the scope of copyright law, this is important to clarify.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exception for temporary reproductions:</td>
<td>The concept of lawful use is not entirely clear, which creates uncertainty as to the (TDM) activities that may be covered by the exception.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- lawful use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research exception:</td>
<td>The definition of scientific research is not clear and might need more clarification. There exists a grey area between non-commercial and commercial purposes, creating uncertainty particularly where research without any commercial aims turn out to be commercially valorised in the end.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- scientific research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- non-commercial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extra conditions to exceptions</td>
<td>Some Member States are reported to apply extra conditions to all exceptions under copyright law, and sometimes database law, such as a three-step test or similar test, or the payment of any remuneration or compensation. They need to be applied in each individual case, which creates uncertainty as to the extent TDM activities are covered by the exception on which the TDM user relies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quotation:</td>
<td>A TDM user cannot be sure that the contents to be mined constitute ‘quotes’, as the exact size may differ for the specific case, depending on applicable law and the size of the source or destination of the quote. The same applies to Member States where quoting of small whole works is permitted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- proportion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Press exception:</td>
<td>The press exception generally covers traditional press bodies, but it may be uncertain whether new sorts of ‘press’ or (digital) journalistic activities are covered as well. Moreover, the topics covered by the exception create uncertainty as to whether, for example, a TDM user may mine newspapers in their entirety and of all timeframes or whether this must be restricted to certain sections of newspaper and to certain sections or topics within the issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- beneficiaries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- topics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database law</td>
<td>Research exception:</td>
<td>The concept of lawful user is not clear, creating uncertainty as to the actual beneficiary of the exception. Thus, a TDM is not able to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regime</td>
<td>Barrier</td>
<td>Consequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- lawful user</td>
<td></td>
<td>rely on this exception with full - or sufficient - certainty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal data</td>
<td></td>
<td>Although the broadness of the concept of personal data seems to make its scope clear (enough), it creates uncertainty whether and how a TDM user can anonymise his data to not infringe data protection rules.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSSPs</td>
<td></td>
<td>The lack of interpretation of HSSPs, either from the European legislator or the national lawmakers and courts, does not provide a solid basis to rely on for TDM users whose activities potentially fall within the ambit of this concept.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Overview of legal barriers due to uncertainty
2.4 Proposals for TDM exceptions in Europe

We have noted that legislative proposals are pending in several European Member States, which aim to reform copyright law and which include an exception for TDM under copyright and database law. In this section, we shortly elaborate on these bills.

2.4.1 France
The so-called Digital Republic ("République numérique") bill in France aims to reform copyright law, among other laws, which was recently amended by the French parliament to include a TDM exception.\(^\text{133}\) It provides that the author of a disclosed work may not prohibit:

- the making of (digital) reproductions
- from a lawful source
- for text and data mining
- for the purposes of public research
- to the exclusion of any commercial purpose.

The criteria are similar to those in the TDM exception in UK copyright law and are reminiscent of the criteria of the teaching and research exception in the Copyright Directive, although the latter lacks a lawful source – or similar – requirement. Note that the scope of the exception is limited to the making of reproductions, i.e. the acts that we have identified as being most problematic from a copyright law perspective. As with the research exception in the directive, uncertainty may exist regarding the scope of “commercial purpose” and “(public) research”, as well as with the meaning of a “lawful source”. In contrast to the UK exception, the proposed exception in the French bill also provides that a decree will be issued that sets out conditions under which TDM must be carried out, as well as the methods of conservation and communication of the files produced upon finalising the research that produced them. The explanation for this provision acknowledges that these files constitute research data and that it is essential to keep such files. We can imagine that this would be useful for promoting scientific integrity (replicability of the research) and for using the results for other research (that complies with the criteria of the TDM exception).

The amendment of the bill also introduces a TDM exception under sui generis database law. It provides that the right holder of a database may not prohibit a person:

- with lawful access
- to make digital copies of the databases
- for purposes of TDM
- in a research setting
- to the exclusion of any commercial purpose.

\(^{133}\) [http://www.assemblee-nationale.fr/14/amendements/3399/AN/180.asp](http://www.assemblee-nationale.fr/14/amendements/3399/AN/180.asp)
The criteria are similar, but not identically worded (nor in the original language), to those in the exception’s copyright counterpart. As with the latter, it guarantees conservation and communication of copies made in the TDM research activities, which are to be carried out by bodies designated by decree; other reproductions must be destroyed at the end of the research.

2.4.2 Estonia
In the context of a copyright reform in Estonia, an exception for TDM has been proposed. The Draft Copyright and Related Rights Act of 2014 provides that it is permissible to:

- reproduce and process
- an object of rights
- for “text analysis and data mining”
- on the condition that the author, the name of the work and source are attributed, unless this is impossible, and
- that such mining is not carried out for commercial purposes.

This is similar to the criteria found in the UK TDM exception and the proposal for a TDM exception in the French Digital Republic bill. TDM activities were already considered to be covered under the research exception in Estonia and the proposal of this exception serves primarily to provide legal clarity on the matter. In that regard, such an exception seems to have the potential to overcome one of the barriers that we identified with respect to the research exception: legal uncertainty in its scope.

2.5 TDM in foreign regulation

2.5.1 Introduction
In this section, we discuss how foreign IP legislation deals with TDM; in this context, 'foreign' refers to non-EU and non-EEA legislation. As far as we are aware, with the exception of the Google cases in the United States, there is no specific case law addressing the lawfulness of text and data mining as such. For this reason, the focus of this section is therefore mainly on the extent written laws (may) permit TDM, but where relevant case law is analysed in this context as well. First, we examine the ‘fair use’ doctrine in the USA and to what extent this doctrine permits TDM activities (for certain purposes). Subsequently, we discuss the situation in China followed by a brief overview of the regimes in two Commonwealth countries, namely Australia and Canada. Finally, we shortly elaborate on the TDM exception in Japanese copyright law.

2.5.2 „Fair use“: United States

Under US Copyright law, the author is granted – similarly to EU copyright law – the exclusive right to authorise the making of reproductions of his or her works (see §106 of the US Copyright Act). In contrast to the EU acquis communautaire, there is no explicit 'making available to the public' right. However, consistent with the “views of Congress, multiple Administrations, appellate courts, and

---

leading academic authorities, the Copyright Office [has concluded] that the exclusive rights of copyright owners set forth under 17 U.S.C. § 106 collectively meet and adequately provide the substance of the making available right“. 136 Like their European equivalents, the exclusive rights are not absolute and several exceptions to those rights exist under US copyright law. By contrast with the Copyright Directive’s exhaustive list of permitted exceptions, the US Copyright Act provides for an open-ended ‘fair use’ exception, which was initially developed in case law and codified in §107 in 1976. It permits the fair use of a copyrighted work for purposes “such as” – hence, not limited to – criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, or research. Four factors are taken into account to assess a particular use under this exception:

1. the purpose and character of the use: in particular, the commercial nature or nonprofit educational purposes may be relevant in this regard;
2. the nature of the copyrighted work;
3. the amount and substantiality of the portion used;
4. the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the work

The fact that a work is unpublished shall not itself bar a finding of fair use if such finding is made upon consideration of all the above factors.

In two recent rulings, the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit has expressly found that text and data mining meets the criteria of fair use and does not, therefore, amount to copyright infringement. 137 In Authors Guild v. Google 138 Judge Chin affirmed that Google’s use of the copyrighted works in the context of its book scanning and indexing project constitutes “fair use” under copyright law. The court held that Google’s digitisation of books is “highly transformative,” adds value, serves several important educational purposes, and may enhance the sale of books to the benefit of copyright owners. Again, the fact that Google Books facilitates search, offering an important tool for readers, scholars, researchers, libraries and others to identify and find books, and opens up new fields of research, in particular through text mining, was put forward to demonstrate the transformative character of Google’s use of the copyrighted works. On the benefits of the Google Books project for researchers and librarians, Judge Chin wrote:

Second, in addition to being an important reference tool, Google Books greatly promotes a type of research referred to as “data mining” or “text mining. Google Books permits humanities scholars to analyze massive amounts of data—the literary record created by a collection of tens of millions of books. Researchers can examine word frequencies, syntactic patterns, and thematic markers to consider how literary style has changed over time. Using Google Books, for example, researchers can track the frequency of references to the United States as a single entity (“the United States is”) versus references to the United States in the plural (“the United States are”) and how that usage has changed over time. The ability to

137 United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, No. 13-4829-cv (Google Books vs. Authors’ Guild) (16.10.2015); United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, June 10, 2014 (Authors’ Guild of America vs. Hathitrust), No. 4547-cv., 755 F.3d 87, 91 (2d Cir. 2014).
determine how often different words or phrases appear in books at different times “can provide insights about fields as diverse as lexicography, the evolution of grammar, collective memory, the adoption of technology, the pursuit of fame, censorship, and historical epidemiology.”

This decision was confirmed by the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, in a judgment written by Judge Leval. 

2.5.3 Permitted uses in China

Although (the People’s Republic of) China does not provide for a fair use exception as such under its copyright law, it is nevertheless worthy to mention in this context. Similar to other copyright laws, the Chinese Copyright Act grants authors, inter alia, the exclusive rights to authorise and prohibit the reproductions and making available of works. As an exception to those rights, use of works are permitted for the user’s own “private study, research or self-entertainment”, which would, as discussed under similar exceptions under European national copyright laws, not leave much room for TDM. However, according to Geller and Nimmer, the China’s Supreme People’s Court has opened up the system of exceptions under Chinese copyright law when it issued a policy document in 2011, stating that in circumstances necessary to stimulate technical innovation and commercial development, an act that would neither conflict with the normal use of the work nor unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interest of the author could be deemed ‘fair use’. It provided the four factors that we discussed under the US fair use exception. This policy has been confirmed in a 2014 case and, therefore, we consider the Chinese Copyright Act to be more permissive towards TDM than copyright laws in the European Member States.

2.5.4 „Fair dealing“: Commonwealth and Canada

A common feature of copyright laws in the countries of the Commonwealth is that they generally provide for 'fair dealing' exceptions, which are narrower in scope than the concept of 'fair use' under US copyright law. They are tied to certain purposes, while the list of purposes for fair use is open-ended. Where the United Kingdom has a specific exception for TDM, besides several fair dealing exceptions, TDM in other Commonwealth nations must rely on fair dealing provisions. As under the UK Copyright, Designs and Patents Act of 1988, they generally permit the fair dealing for purposes such as criticism, private use and research. They are therefore rather (too) restrictive in scope as regards TDM, which is confirmed by the fact that the UK adopted a specific TDM exception. Canada is an exception to this finding, where recent Supreme Court decisions have favoured in rule of fair dealing for research purposes. In CCH Canadian Ltd. v Law Society of Upper Canada, a landmark case, the Supreme Court was asked to decide upon the application of the fair dealing defence for purposes of research and private study. The Court ruled that ‘these allowable purposes should not be given a restrictive interpretation or this could result in the undue restriction of users’

---
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rights’. Therefore, TDM for research purposes may be permitted under Canadian copyright law. For other purposes, the exceptions are probably too restrictive. Bill C-11 of 2012 amended the Canadian Copyright Act, expanding the fair dealing purposes to education, parody and satire as well.\textsuperscript{146} However, in our view, such purposes do not seem relevant to cover TDM activities conducted outside the research context.

Contrary to its Canadian counterpart, the Australian fair dealing exception has not received such a broad interpretation from the courts. In 2012, the Australian Law Reform Commission (ARLC) examined the issue of the scope of the fair dealing and other exceptions under the Australian Copyright Act. The ALRC was asked to consider whether exceptions and statutory licences in the Copyright Act 1968 are adequate and appropriate in the digital environment and whether further exceptions should be recommended. The Final Report was tabled in Parliament on 13 February 2014.\textsuperscript{147} The report discussed at length the comparative benefits and drawbacks of introducing a fair use defence or amending the fair dealing defence. The Report contained 30 recommendations for reform, of which the key recommendation was for the introduction of a fair use exception to Australian copyright law. No change has been made in this sense so far to the Australian Copyright Act.

2.5.5 TDM exception in Japan

As the first country in the world, the Japanese Copyright Act was amended in 2009 to include an exception to permit TDM.\textsuperscript{148} As of then, Article 47\textsuperscript{septies} of the act provides as follows:

“For the purpose of information analysis [...] by using a computer, it shall be permissible to make recording on a memory, or to make adaptation (including a recording of a derivative work created by such adaptation), of a work, to the extent deemed necessary. However, an exception is made of database works which are made for the use by a person who makes an information analysis.”\textsuperscript{149}

At first glance, the exception seems rather broad in scope. First, it lacks a non-commercial requirement, as opposed to the UK TDM exception and the research exception in the Copyright Directive. Second, the information analysis does not necessarily have to be carried for (scientific) research purposes; it is not limited to any purpose for which the analysis is carried out. This fits with the purpose of the Japanese exception to boost the digital economy in Japan,\textsuperscript{150} rather than the uptake of TDM for certain purposes such as research. Third, the concept of “information analysis” is interpreted quite broadly, meaning “to extract information, concerned with languages, sounds, images or other elements constituting such information, from many works or other much information, and to make a comparison, a classification or other statistical analysis of such information”.\textsuperscript{151}

\textsuperscript{146} \url{http://www.parl.gc.ca/HousePublications/Publication.aspx?DocId=5697419&File=24#1}.
\textsuperscript{147} See Australian Law Reform Commission (2014).
\textsuperscript{148} Triaille et al. (2014), pp.10–11.
\textsuperscript{149} \url{http://www.cric.or.jp/english/clj/cl2.html}.
\textsuperscript{150} OECD (2015), p.301.
\textsuperscript{151} \url{http://www.cric.or.jp/english/clj/cl2.html}.
On the other hand, some aspects seem to limit the scope of the Japanese provision. First, the permitted making of a “recording on a memory” suggests that only reproductions made in the computer’s RAM are permitted, which would thereby only permit the actual analysis stage in the TDM process and not the preceding stages where information is retrieved and stored. However, this may be rather a matter of translation, since an alternative translation would be “recording on a medium”. Second, the phrase “by using a computer” limits the permitted information analysis activities to those carried with a computer; however, we can currently not think of a way to carry out TDM without a computer and, therefore, this does not really seem to limit the scope in practice. On the contrary, the last phrase of the exception does have the potential to limit the range of TDM activities covered, namely it excludes TDM carried out on “database works which are made for the use by a person who makes an information analysis”. The meaning of this phrase is quite uncertain, but our interpretation is that it exempts the mining of works in databases that are created specifically to use for TDM purposes.\textsuperscript{152}

Hence, the Japanese TDM exception appears to cover a broad range of TDM exceptions, both commercial and non-commercial, and both for research and other purposes. However, there are some concepts in the exception that are not entirely clear and may cause uncertainty, especially the last phrase of the provision.

\subsection*{2.5.6 General findings}
A quick look at non-EU regulation regarding intellectual property rights shows that there are legal, c.q. copyright, systems that are more permissive towards TDM, although their scope must not be overestimated. The Japanese Copyright Act explicitly permits TDM activities, regardless of its purposes, but its wording leaves some uncertainties. The concept of fair use under US, and possibly Chinese, copyright law does also leaves room to allow TDM activities, but is more likely to cover TDM for non-commercial academic research purposes than TDM carried out outside the (academic) research environment for commercial purposes. The fair dealing exception in Commonwealth copyright laws suggests a flexibility similar to the fair use doctrine, but these appear more restrictive and possibly only permit TDM under very specific circumstances. However, under Canadian copyright law, the fair dealing exception for research purposes appears to leave room to permit TDM activities. In general, we can conclude similar to the European framework that much uncertainty exists on the lawfulness of TDM, especially where such activities leave the non-commercial academic environment.

\textsuperscript{152} Cf. Triaille et al. (2014), p.11.
3 STAKEHOLDER POLICIES

This section aims to provide an overview of how policies may impede or promote TDM, focusing in particular on the policies that deal with the legal barriers identified in section 2.

3.1 Policies relating to IP rights

The legal barriers in copyright and database law illustrate that they restrict TDM mainly on the aspects of the

- **beneficiaries,**
- **object** (i.e. subject-matter, such as category of works, parts or whole works, etc.), and
- **uses**

they restrict. Our focus will therefore be in particular on these three aspects to evaluate to what extent they encourage or hamper TDM activities.

In general, Open Access (OA) policies and licences have the potential to open up contents for unrestricted access and re-use, thereby also permitting mining and promoting the uptake of TDM by taking away the IP related barriers. Therefore, we will first discuss the meaning of Open Access and the extent to which it permits TDM, but also the restrictions that may still exist in licences as to the re-use of OA contents. In the following sections on IP related policies we will have a particular focus on the role of Open Access in stakeholder policies.

3.1.1 Open Access policies

In general, Open Access (OA) policies have the potential to open up information. Its general principles are to ensure free accessibility of scientific information, as well as the further distribution and archiving thereof.\(^{153}\) Three important declarations relating to OA are the **Declaration of the Budapest Open Access Initiative**,\(^ {154}\) the **Bethesda Statement on Open Access Publishing**\(^ {155}\) and the **Berlin Declaration on Open Access to Knowledge in the Sciences and Humanities.**\(^ {156}\)

**Going ‘green’ or ‘golden’**

The two main route to Open Access publishing are the **green road** and the **golden road**. Following the green road, the author of a scientific work makes the publication freely available, either concurring with the publication of that article in a non-OA (peer-reviewed) journal or – more often – after a certain embargo period. This will generally not require any additional costs for the scientific author. The golden road means that publications are published directly by an OA publisher. As a result, there is no embargo period between original publication and the free availability of the author’s contribution. However, a fee that is referred to as an **article processing charge** (APC) must often be paid to the publisher, as the free availability of materials shifts the market from the subscribers to

\(^{155}\) [http://legacy.earlham.edu/~peters/fos/bethesda.htm](http://legacy.earlham.edu/~peters/fos/bethesda.htm).
\(^{156}\) [https://openaccess.mpg.de/Berlin-Declaration](https://openaccess.mpg.de/Berlin-Declaration).
the publishing authors. Another option may be available in some cases which is often referred to as hybrid open access. This means that articles within a non-OA journal are made available under an OA-licence against an additional fee payable by the publishing author.

**Creative Commons**

An often-used licence to make information freely available is the Creative Commons (CC) licence, of which several versions are available - one more permissive than the others. The most permissive licence is a CC-0 licence, by which the author dedicates his work to the public domain; this allows for unrestricted use and re-use of such works. A common feature of all other variants is that works published under a CC licence are free to use, distribute and reproduce, subject to possible restrictions:

- **BY**: stands for the attribution requirement, meaning that the author of the original work must always be acknowledged. This is the only requirement that is present in every CC-licence (except for CC-0).
- **SA**: stands for share alike, meaning that any work built upon the original work must be shared under the same licence.
- **ND**: stands for no derivatives, meaning that the original work only may be further distributed without changes. This condition cannot be combined with the SA condition, since the latter is only meaningful as a condition where works are used to build upon.
- **NC**: stands for non-commercial, meaning that the permitted acts may only be carried out for non-commercial purposes.

**Call for Open Science**

On 5 April 2016, the Netherlands’ EU Presidency hosted a conference in Amsterdam titled Open Science – From Vision to Action, from which a “living document” resulted, calling for action with regard to Open Science (of which Open Access is an important pillar). This document, the so-called Amsterdam Call for Action on Open Science, is based on expert and stakeholder input during the conference and preceding meetings and reports. Among other things, it also addresses the issue of text and data mining. In particular, it urges the European Commissions to put forward it copyright reform proposals in 2016, to promote TDM not only for academic purposes, but “preferably also for societal and commercial purposes”. It evidently refers to the TDM exception that was proposed by the Commission in December 2015 and calls upon the EU and national lawmakers to adopt and implement rules that make TDM easier for said purposes. If this exception would be designed accordingly, this would go beyond the non-commercial restriction of the current research exception under the Copyright Directive. In response to this document, the Association of European Research Libraries (LIBER) emphasised that “reform to allow the use of TDM for societal purposes is not ‘preferable’, it is essential”.

---

157 [https://creativecommons.org](https://creativecommons.org).
Moreover, the Call for Action document calls upon research funders and research organisations to encourage authors to “retain control over their research output”, for example, by means of funding conditions, and on publishers to permit TDM by users who have legal access. In addition, LIBER also advocates a more proactive role of libraries in the promotion of new publishing models, “not only providing funds for APCs or as institutional publishers but actively exploring and experimenting with new disruptive publishing models that will be made possible through the opening up of the research lifecycle”.\textsuperscript{160}

The Hague Declaration

In December 2014, The Hague Declaration was drafted by 25 experts – researchers, publishers, lawyers and lecturers – from around the world.\textsuperscript{161} The declaration’s general aim is to “foster agreement about how to best enable access to facts, data and ideas for knowledge discovery in the Digital Age”.\textsuperscript{162} At the time of writing, it is signed by 537 individuals and 236 organisations, among which are LIBER Europe,\textsuperscript{163} LERU,\textsuperscript{164} Open Knowledge,\textsuperscript{165} and Creative Commons.\textsuperscript{166} With regard to policies, the Hague Declaration advocates that “the right to read includes the right to mine” and that policy makers should therefore ensure that content mining is not an infringement of copyright.\textsuperscript{167} It recognises that open access (and data) is a “key enabler of content mining”, provides that research funders should require that research publication should be made available under CC BY and research data under CC0. The declaration addresses other means of promoting TDM, such as infrastructure and tools, which will be discussed in D3.3+, the follow-up on this deliverable.

Beneficiaries

OA in general, and the CC licences in particular, do not address a specific category of beneficiaries; it is open for anyone to use material that is published under CC, regardless of the CC licence variant.

Object

The CC licences can be applied to any sort of material, meaning that it is not restricted to, for example, a certain category of works or databases. Nonetheless, Creative Commons recognises that other sorts of open licences are more suitable for software.\textsuperscript{168}

Use

The only aspect in our benchmark that may be restricted by CC licences is the permitted use. All licences authorise the use under, inter alia, copyright law and sui generis database law, in particular to produce, reproduce and share the original material. They also permit the circumvention of TPMs for the purpose of exercising the licensed rights.\textsuperscript{169} We discuss for each condition - i.e. BY, ND, SA and NC - that can be included in a CC licence the possible restrictions to TDM:

\textsuperscript{160}http://libereurope.eu/blog/2016/05/17/liber-response-amsterdam-call-action/.
\textsuperscript{161}http://thehaguedeclaration.com/original-participants/.
\textsuperscript{162}http://thehaguedeclaration.com/.
\textsuperscript{163}http://libereurope.eu/.
\textsuperscript{164}League of European Research Universities: http://www.leru.org/index.php/public/home/.
\textsuperscript{165}https://okfn.org/.
\textsuperscript{166}See for all signatories: http://thehaguedeclaration.com/all-signatories-organisations/.
\textsuperscript{167}http://thehaguedeclaration.com/the-hague-declaration-on-knowledge-discovery-in-the-digital-age/.
\textsuperscript{168}https://creativecommons.org/software/.
\textsuperscript{169}https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode, section 2(a)(4).
• **CC-0**: as CC-0 permits further use and re-use without any restrictions, it fully permits all TDM activities.

• **BY**: we have identified the attribution requirement as a barrier in the context of the exceptions to copyright and database law, especially where this requirement is absolute. However, the CC licence only requires attribution where materials are shared. In the first three stages of TDM where reproductions are made, this requirement is therefore not a problem, since those reproductions are not - necessarily - shared. In cases where they are further shared, i.e. provided to the public,170 than the miner would have to be aware of his obligation to acknowledge the original author. In the publication stage, where mined materials are included, attribution would be required; we do not regard this to be a barrier to TDM, as this is a general practice as regards quoting and citing in publications.

• **ND**: if the miner is not allowed to make derivatives, this could have consequences particularly for the ‘creating a target dataset’ stage in the TDM process, where adaptations of mined contents are possibly made. However, the ND requirement only applies to the sharing of adapted materials, which would only be a problem if the miner shared the created target dataset. As long as this happens within a collaborative research group between a very limited number of TDM users, we do not believe that this would constitute sharing, meaning that it is provided to the public.

• **SA**: as we identified in our previous points, adaptations are potentially made in the creation of a target dataset. If this is shared, and not restricted by an ND requirement, then this would require the miner to share the contents of this dataset, and possibly the dataset itself, under the same licence as the original material(s). We do not consider this to be a restriction to TDM, since the mining process is in itself in no way restricted.

• **NC**: the condition that is most restrictive within the context of TDM is the restriction to non-commercial uses. Non-commercial is defined as “not primarily intended for or directed towards commercial advantage or monetary compensation”.171 TDM evidently carried out for commercial purposes is therefore not permitted under CC licences that include the NC requirement, which are CC BY-NC, CC BY-NC-SA and CC BY-NC-ND. Moreover, the definition of non-commercial may not provide the required certainty for a TDM user to assess whether his or her activities are regarded as non-commercial or not. The definition only refers to the ‘primary intention’, which leaves open the issue of commercial gains that, for example, result from a - perhaps unintended - side effect. Hence, it may easily cover academic research that is only published as a journal research paper, but not exploited in any way. On the contrary TDM carried out by, for example, a consultancy company to produce commercial reports may be restricted by licences including the NC requirement.

We can conclude that CC-licences generally permit every act carried out in TDM. The only thing that the TDM user should really be aware of is any NC requirement in the licence; that miner must take a critical look at the intention of the activities.

170 [https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode](https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode), section 1(i).
171 [https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/legalcode](https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/legalcode), section 1(i).
3.1.1.1 General EU policy as regards TDM

The European Commission is aware of the barriers to TDM activities raised by copyright and has in particular expressed its concerns regarding the scientific community, citing the “lack of a clear EU provision on TDM for scientific research purposes”.\(^{172}\) It has therefore announced that it will consider legislative proposals in 2016 that will include a copyright exception for TDM that permits:

- public interest research organisations
- to carry out text and data mining
- of content they have lawful access to
- for scientific research purposes

It remains to be seen what the actual design of the exception in the proposal will be. At first glance, the current wording seems to allow for a broader range of TDM activities carried out within the academic environment, lacking the non-commercial requirement as provided for by the Copyright Directive.

More generally, the Council of the EU has recently published its *Conclusions on the transition towards an open science system*,\(^ {173}\) where it highlights that “open science entails amongst others open access to scientific publications and optimal reuse of research data, citizens science, and research integrity”. It aims to promote the use of OA licences, such as Creative Commons, for scientific publications and research data. The Council also refers to the OA provisions in the Horizon 2020 framework and encourages Member States “to work with stakeholders to do the same at the national level on publicly funded research”.

3.1.1.2 PSI re-use framework

Mere access to government information is a highly national matter, not harmonised by EU law. The main purpose of such access is to promote transparency of government activities. On the contrary, the re-use of government information is regulated and harmonised by the PSI Directive (2003/98/EC), which was revised in 2013.\(^ {174}\) It defines re-use as “[…] the use by persons or legal entities of documents held by public sector bodies, for commercial or non-commercial purposes other than the initial purpose within the public task for which the documents were produced […].” As a general principle, the directive obliges public sector bodies (PSBs) to allow the re-use of PSI to which access is not excluded.\(^ {175}\) The directive sets some obligations regarding the format and charges for the re-use of the documents,\(^ {176}\) and it allows PSBs to impose licence conditions on the re-use if it does not unnecessarily restrict re-use possibilities or competition.\(^ {177}\) The directive also sets out that its obligation “apply only insofar as they are compatible with the provisions of international agreements on the protection of intellectual property rights”, and “documents for which third parties hold

---


\(^{174}\) The PSI Directive was revised by Directive 2013/37/EU.

\(^{175}\) Article 3(1) in conjunction with Article 1 of the PSI Directive.

\(^{176}\) Articles 5 and 6 of the PSI Directive.

\(^{177}\) Article 8 of the PSI Directive.
intellectual property rights” are excluded.

Nevertheless, Member States must ensure that documents in which libraries, museums and archives hold intellectual property rights “shall be re-usable for commercial or non-commercial purposes”, where the re-use of these documents is allowed.

As a result, the framework does not guarantee the availability of PSI, e.g. for TDM purposes; the re-use obligations only apply to PSI to which access is granted. Nonetheless, it does aim to achieve a wider range of possibilities for the re-use of PSI to “allow European companies to exploit its potential and contribute to economic growth and job creation”. Below, we evaluate the potential of the PSI directive to promote or restrict TDM activities, according to our benchmark.

**Beneficiaries**

The PSI framework does not address any specific beneficiaries; it does not distinguish between type of re-user. On the contrary, it ensures “fair, proportionate and non-discriminatory conditions for the re-use of [PSI]”. Therefore, it should not make a difference whether, for example, a TDM user - of any kind - or a journalist seeks to re-use PSI to which access is granted.

**Object**

As the framework is limited to the re-use of PSI, the subject-matter that is potentially permissible to mine is obviously limited to such information, i.e. documents held by PSBs. Documents are broadly defined to include “any content whatever its medium (written on paper or stored in electronic form or as a sound, visual or audiovisual recording) and “any part of such content”. Generally, the object is restricted by the fact that only documents in electronic form are useful for TDM purposes - unless the miner is willing to put effort into activities such as scanning of paper documents. Practically, the covered subject-matter can therefore be restricted in practice where documents are only available in non-electronic form. There is no obligation to disseminate documents in digital form; Article 4(1) of the PSI Directive only provides that PSBs shall make documents available through electronic means “where possible and appropriate”. Although there is an obligation to provide the documents “in any pre-existing format or language, and, where possible and appropriate, in open and machine-readable format together with their metadata”, this does not apply where this would require a disproportionate effort - “meaning going beyond a simple operation” - from the PSB.

More specific restrictions as to the objects covered apply:

- the definition of PSBs: documents held by another body are not covered;
- documents the supply of which is an activity falling outside the scope of the public task of the PSB;
- documents in which third parties’ intellectual property rights are vested;

---

178 Article 1(5) & (2)(b) of the PSI Directive.
179 Article 3(2) of the PSI Directive.
180 Recital 5 of the PSI Directive.
181 Recital 8 of the PSI Directive.
182 Article 2(3) of the PSI Directive.
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184 See mainly Article 1 of the PSI Directive.
• documents where access is restricted due to protection of personal data;
• documents held by public service broadcasters;
• documents held by educational, research and cultural establishments, except for university libraries, libraries, museums and archives.

Use
There are no general restrictions as to the type of re-use. Article 3(1) of the directive explicitly provides that documents shall be re-usable for both commercial and non-commercial purposes. Nonetheless, PSBs may impose conditions applying to the permitted re-use, “where appropriate through a licence”. These conditions may not unnecessarily restrict possibilities for re-use or restrict competition, which may bring uncertainties with respect to how these licences may affect TDM in practice. Nonetheless, Member States must ensure that standard licences, whether or not adapted for specific licence applications, “are available in digital format and can be processed electronically”. This may be desirable in the context of TDM, as TDM software may automatically detect whether such information may be used for the specific purposes or not.

3.1.2 OA and TDM in Member States: laws and proposals

3.1.2.1 Germany & The Netherlands: OA provision
Provisions promoting Open Access to scientific publications - following the model of the green road - are found both in the copyright laws of Germany and The Netherlands. The German Copyright Act provides that the author of a scientific contribution to a periodical may make the manuscript thereof freely available to the public for non-commercial purposes after an embargo period of 12 months after first publication, when it is created in the context of research that is funded at least 50% by public money; the source of the original publication must be attributed. No derogations to this provision are permitted to the prejudice of the author. It does not oblige the author to make the scientific work available; it only allows him so, thereby indirectly promoting the availability of OA scientific works that may be freely re-used for TDM.

As of 2015, the Dutch Copyright Act contains a similar provision. The main difference is that the latter does not fix the embargo period, but rather uses the open concept of a “reasonable period”, and that it is not required that at least half of the research is funded by public money. What is considered to be a reasonable period depends on the share of funding that comes from public resources and investments made by the publishers. The legislator has commented that under certain circumstances it may be reasonable that the author makes the scientific work freely available immediately after publication by the publisher. Moreover, the Dutch lawmaker also commented that the provision also aims to lead to publishers and authors agreeing on what is a reasonable period in
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185 Article 8(1) of the PSI Directive.
186 Article 8(2) of the PSI Directive.
188 http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0001886/2015-07-01#Hoofdstuk1_Artikel25fa.
their contractual negotiations. As with its German equivalent, the Dutch provision does only allow, and not oblige, the scientific author to make his or her contribution freely available.

**Beneficiaries**

In the context of TDM, any category of TDM user that seeks to mine scientific publications may indirectly benefit from the German and Dutch OA provisions. Since they are addressed at the authors of such works, it is only after the specific act of making these works freely available to the public that the general public may benefit from these exceptions; there is no statutory obligation to do this. As with OA policies in general, anyone can benefit once the works are made available.

**Object**

The object of the provisions is restricted to scientific articles. The German provision requires that the scientific work is a contribution in a periodical that appears, at least, bi-annually, while its Dutch equivalent is only applicable to “short scientific works”. The Dutch legislator has clarified that the latter particularly refers to scientific articles. Both provisions seem to exclude larger scientific works such as books.

**Use**

In both Germany and The Netherlands, there is no specific requirement as to the licence used for making the scientific contribution available. The only requirement is that it is made available for free. This leaves room for interpretation and may imply that, while access is provided on a free basis, TDM acts may be restricted by the author relying on the OA provision. Commercially, the author may not have any interest in doing so, as he or she may only make the work available for non-commercial purposes; therefore, the author may not, for example, require additional fees for the authorisation of mining activities in addition to the free access.

### 3.1.2.2 France: République numérique

The Digital Republic (“République numérique”) bill that is currently pending in France aims to achieve three main objectives:

- “Wider data and knowledge dissemination”
- “Equal rights for Internet users”
- “Fraternity through an inclusive digital society”

This is to be achieved through several provisions that relate to, inter alia, public sector information (PSI), IP rights and data protection law. First, it seeks to promote a wider dissemination of PSI by extending “the scope of the administrative documents that may already be made available, and which central and local government, and public and private legal entities having a public service mandate, must voluntarily disseminate.” Such a provision may enhance the possibilities of mining PSI in the future, as more content is ready available.

---

Second, the bill endorses Open Access to scientific works by providing that the author may make his work available for non-commercial purposes after 12 months from its original publication; this is extended to 24 months for scientific work in the human and social sciences. This is similar to the OA provisions discussed for Germany and The Netherlands, although its Dutch equivalent does not fix the embargo period.

Third, the Digital Public bill comes with a concept of “data of general interest”, providing that public and private entities subsidised by public authorities fall under the scope of the open data policy. Such a provision may promote both access and re-use of data produced by such bodies.

Fourth, a TDM exception was added to the bill by the French parliament, as discussed under 2.4.1.

3.1.3 Research funders

Funders of research have the potential to promote the uptake of TDM through the conditions they impose on beneficiaries of research grants. For example, they may oblige the researcher, consortium or other recipients of grants to make their research results – e.g. in the form of research papers – and research data publicly available under an OA licence. This section looks into the policies of research funders and assesses the extent to which they overcome the IP related barriers to TDM.

3.1.3.1 Horizon 2020

Horizon 2020 is the largest research and innovation programme of the EU. It provides a total funding of €80 billion for the public and private sector and runs from 2014 to 2020. Its “goal is to ensure Europe produces world-class science, removes barriers to innovation and makes it easier for the public and private sectors to work together in delivering innovation”. The programme’s first 100 calls have resulted in 3,236 agreements being signed by the end of April 2015, receiving €5.5 billion from the EU. It also promotes Open Access, both to publications and research data arising from projects funded under the programme. According to the Commission, a “[f]uller and wider access to scientific publications and data therefore helps to”:

- build on previous research results,
- encourage collaboration & avoid duplication of effort (greater efficiency),
- speed up innovation, and
- involve citizens and society.

It therefore argues that each beneficiary under Horizon 2020 must ensure Open Access to all scientific publications resulting from the funded research.

The rules for participation in the Horizon 2020 Programme are laid down in Regulation 1290/2013/EU (hereafter referred to as H2020 Regulation). Article 43(2) of the Regulation

provides that the grant agreements under this programme shall lay down terms and conditions regarding OA publishing and the reimbursement of costs relating to such publishing – which is particular relevant in the context of the golden road that often involves APCs. However, costs incurred for OA publishing upon the “completion of action” may not be dealt with in the H2020 grant agreements. This may be problematic where research results are published after research has been finalised. The Commission has acknowledged this issue in the context of post-grant OA publications in the FP7 programme and has funded a pilot project – OpenAIRE – under which support is offered for OA publication resulting from FP7 projects.\(^\text{195}\) The obligation to provide Open Access to scientific publications is laid down in Article 29.2 of the Model Grant Agreement,\(^\text{196}\) which obliges the beneficiary to deposit, as soon as possible, a digital version of the publication – the published version or accepted manuscript – in a repository for scientific publications; it has implemented the embargo periods of six months and twelve months from the Regulation.

A novelty in the H2020 framework is the pilot to promote OA to research data arising from H2020 funded projects. According to Article 43(2) of the H2020 Regulation, grant agreements under the programme may include provisions with respect to open access to research results, “in particular in ERC frontier research and FET (Future and Emerging Technologies) research or in other appropriate areas”. This pilot is reflected in Article 29.3 of the Model Grant Agreement, for which there are two options as to its content: the provision is either “Not applicable” or it may provide that the beneficiary of the grant must deposit its research data, including associated metadata, in a repository which “make[s] it possible for third parties to access, mine, exploit, reproduce and disseminate – free of charge”. If the main action of the funded project would be jeopardised by providing OA to certain parts of the research results, access may be restricted with respect to those parts; the data management plan must provide the reasons for such restrictions.

In general, the Horizon 2020 programme appears to have the potential to remove barriers to TDM with regard to scientific materials, although a distinction must be made between research publications and research data. While the framework ensures OA to scientific publications, whether or not after a certain embargo period, Open Access to the underlying data is not guaranteed (yet). As is recognised by the Commission, the provision of free and open access to research data may involve other issues, such as those related to the protection of personal data. This problem will also be discussed in section 4.3.

### 3.1.3.2 The Netherlands: NWO

The Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) funds “scientific research at public research institutions in the Netherlands, especially universities. [It] focuses on all scientific disciplines and fields of research”.\(^\text{197}\) The aim of the Dutch State Secretary for Education, Culture and Science is to have all scientific publications, funded by public resources, published under an OA licence by 2024, with an interim target of 60% by 2018. The NWO also holds the view that results – publications as well as other research output – from publicly funded research should be freely accessible worldwide.\(^\text{198}\) To serve that purpose, the NWO applies stricter OA rules to its funded research

\(^{195}\) [https://www.openaire.eu/postgrantoapilot](https://www.openaire.eu/postgrantoapilot).


projects as of December 2015, meaning that all publications from NWO funded research must be made freely available immediately upon publication. This can be either through the golden road or the green road, but the NWO promotes the golden road in particular. An incentive fund is set up to compensate researchers – funded by the NWO – for any APCs they must pay for publishing in OA journals. This fund does not support the model of hybrid open access.

The NWO also highlights the importance of Open Access to research data. At the same time, it recognises the challenges of such a policy, e.g. with regard to the confidentiality thereof. It has started a pilot “Data management” project to prepare for future policies on this point.

The policy of the NWO is good news for TDM users who seek to mine scientific publications, but - as with the Horizon 2020 programme - the policy regarding OA to research data is still somewhat in its infancy.

3.1.3.3 United Kingdom: Wellcome Trust

The United Kingdom based Wellcome Trust provides over £700 million in funding per year to support scientific research. It supports changes in copyright legislation to permit use by researchers of TDM technologies on research publications and research data. The Wellcome Trust also requires researchers to provide Open Access to research papers, monographs and book chapters resulting from its funded research. Where a fee must be paid for OA publishing, it requires that the publisher uses a CC BY licence and explicitly refers to the possibility that the materials can be freely re-used for, inter alia, “text- and data-mining purposes”. To our knowledge, the Trust has no specific policy on OA to research data, but requires that researchers make data “available with as few restrictions as possible”.

3.1.3.4 United Kingdom: RCUK

The Research Councils UK (RCUK) is a partnership between the United Kingdom's seven Research Councils that funds academic research with an annual budget of £3 billion.

According to the Grant Conditions, a grant beneficiary must publish research results in accordance with the RCUK policy on Open Access. In its policy document on Open Access, the RCUK expects funded researchers to publish peer-reviewed research papers in journals that comply with its Open Access policy. Such journals comply with RCUK’s policy if:

- they provide “immediate and unrestricted access” under a CC BY licence on their own websites to the final versions of the published papers and allow those publications to be immediately deposited in other repositories without restriction as to re-use, or

- they consent to the deposit of accepted manuscripts in any repository without restriction to non-commercial re-use after an embargo period, not exceeding six months for STEM publishers and twelve months for publications in the arts, humanities and social sciences.

202 http://www.rcuk.ac.uk/.
In this context, the first category of journals would be more appropriate to promote the uptake of TDM, since re-use of materials is not restricted. On the other hand, the latter category allows for publishers to restrict TDM carried out on their materials for commercial purposes.

Although the RCUK holds the view that publicly funded research data should be made openly available with as few restrictions as possible, it does - to our knowledge - not impose specific requirements on funded researchers as regards Open Access to research data.

3.1.3.5 Preliminary findings

Although our sample of research funders, as of now, is rather limited in size, we can already derive some preliminary conclusions. We see that Open Access is expressly endorsed by research funders, but also note that – also in terms of policy – a distinction is made between OA to publications and OA to research data.

OA to publications

The research funders studied have clear OA obligations that ensure that published research papers derived from publicly funded research become freely available to anyone. Generally, this will also allow the re-use of those materials by miners. However, the RCUK deviates somewhat from the other cases, where it also allows research papers to be published under licences that restrict re-use that is commercial; while 'access' can be considered to be open in those cases, it is not necessarily freely re-usable.

OA to research data

Policies regarding OA to research data are underdeveloped in comparison with OA policies for publications. Although the Horizon 2020 is experimenting with OA obligations as regards such data, other research funders have only expressed principles and viewpoints on this aspect. To our knowledge, no obligations are implemented in concrete policies in this context. Nonetheless, we are aware that OA to research data faces challenges that are not so much present in the case of OA to publications; for example, research data may involve personal data, e.g. in the case of genetic research, interviews or other research with human subjects. It is not surprising that we often see that funders find that research data should be open as much as “possible”. Future policy recommendations should take the negative consequences of OA to research into serious consideration.

3.1.4 Institution and library policies

3.1.4.1 LIBER and LERU

The Association of European Research Libraries (LIBER), representing over 400 research libraries in Europe, underlines the importance of Open Access policies and that libraries play a key role in the development of a supporting infrastructure in that context and in advocating Open Science. More specifically, LIBER promotes the uptake of TDM. According to LIBER, “research libraries are at the centre of the data deluge” and that the freedom to carry out TDM on this data “will maximise the
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It points out that the current lack of legal clarity on the lawfulness of TDM impedes the TDM research in Europe; as our study also confirms, LIBER argues that the non-commercial requirement in the research exception is “impossible to clarify”. LIBER therefore proposes a mandatory and non-overridable copyright exception to allow the mining (“use computers to analyse”) of content that the users has legal access to, regardless of any commercial or non-commercial purposes.

Also LERU, the League of European Research Universities, underscores the legal uncertainty as regards the lawfulness of TDM and proposes that an exception should be made under copyright law for TDM, at least when carried out for research purposes.

As the representing organisations of European universities and libraries are advocating Open Access and legal certainty of TDM (by means of a copyright exception), we are interested in the viewpoint of individual universities and libraries and to if and how they promote and reflect these principles. We discuss their policies in the following sections.

3.1.4.2 Dutch university libraries

According to the Association of Dutch Universities (VSNU), publicly funded research should be freely available. This can be illustrated by the institutional plan of one of its members, the University of Amsterdam, which states that 'openly sharing information, sources and data contributes to the quality of the education and research results' and that the university library makes its data, collection and publications available under OA licence where desired or appropriate.

The association of Dutch libraries and Royal Library (UKB), in collaboration with the VSNU, negotiates with publishers to reach agreements on transition to Open Access. This is part of the 'big deal' negotiations on the universities' access to publisher publications that take place every three to five years. Agreements on OA have been concluded already with Springer, Wiley, SAGE, and there is also an agreement 'in principle' with Elsevier.

While general OA policies as such may promote the mining of scientific publications, it is worth noting that the UKB has also proposed including specific provisions on TDM in the negotiations. The exception as proposed by UKB covers the activities associated with TDM – such as the downloading, extracting, loading and mounting of data on a server – insofar as done for research purposes, with no limitations to, for example, non-commercial research. According to this proposed clause, any output of TDM may be made available to the public, as long as any extracts from the contents are limited, which appears to bear a relation to the quotation exception. A general limitation exists as to the third-party use of TDM output: no third-party “may harvest” any TDM output, regardless of

211 http://www.vsnu.nl/openaccess.
whether any protected elements are present in the output. There exists no obligation on the publisher to guarantee availability of contents for TDM purposes, although the overarching agreement contains warranties as to server up-time etc. The miner is obliged to follow the instructions of the publisher, including technical and security access requirements, according to this clause. The extent to which the clause is adapted or agreed in the negotiations is not clear at the time of writing, since the negotiations where the clause is brought in are currently ongoing.

3.1.4.3 University of Oxford

The University of Oxford endorses Open Access publishing by its researchers. Its Oxford University Press has been publishing OA since 2004, with the majority of the journals currently offering green and golden road OA publishing options to authors. Oxford University also acknowledges that “academics, researchers, staff and students must be free to publish in the form of their choice”; it can therefore not force researchers to publish under an OA licence.

Nonetheless, it supports authors to publish OA, for example when required by the funding agency. It set up the Oxford Research Archive (ORA) in 2007, which serves as a single point of public access to digital copies of peer-reviewed articles by Oxford researchers. It actively harvests online repositories, indexes and local systems within the university to search for papers produced by Oxford researchers that should be submitted to the ORA.

The University of Oxford has also indicated that it encourages academics to deposit other sorts of research outputs, subject to third-party arrangement or conventions within the discipline.

3.1.4.4 HathiTrust

HathiTrust is a digital repository for digitised contents of university libraries. It is a collaboration between over a hundred universities of which most are US based, but it also includes universities from Canada and Europe. It does not guarantee any unrestricted access to or re-use of the contents of the repository. Users have to assess the applicable licence for each publication themselves. It could be that further authorisation is required for the use of the materials with regard to mining activities, since the applicable licences range from public domain statements to “Available by Permission”. HathiTrust applies standardised labels to indicate the sort of licence applicable to each publication. However, it must be noted that copyright assessments are generally made in the light of US copyright, for example, when a work is regarded to have fallen in the public domain due to the lapse of the copyright term, this might therefore be different in other jurisdictions.

Repositories like HathiTrust have the potential to promote TDM, especially in providing access through a comprehensive infrastructure. In the context of overcoming IP related barriers, copyright restrictions may still prohibit the re-use of contents in the repository for TDM purposes; if the right
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holder has not permitted such use, and it is neither allowed under a copyright (or database law) exception, authorisation must be requested by the miner on a case-by-case basis.

3.1.4.5 Preliminary findings
We see that the sample of research institutions and libraries studied generally highlight the importance of OA, thereby contributing to the promotion of TDM uptake. Not only the aspect of unrestricted ‘access’ is taken into account, but the unrestricted ‘re-use’ as well, which is important for TDM. The Dutch case of negotiations between the universities and publisher illustrates that TDM has become part of the discussion. As non-OA publishers do not always permit TDM as a general policy, such developments are able to promote TDM, at least, in the academic environment.

3.1.5 Publisher policies
Publisher archives of published journal articles, books, and other contents can be very valuable for TDM purposes, in particular if the miner is able to crawl all contents stored therein and retrieves what is relevant for the particular purpose of the analysis. Thereby, publishers may promote the use of TDM by providing such access and allowing for the re-use of the contents, whether or not subject to certain restrictions. One way to promote such use is to permit such use based on licensing terms. Generally, publishers can allow for TDM re-use of their contents on three levels:

- **general policy**: a publisher can apply general terms and conditions for the use of contents, whether or not restricted to authorised users, in which TDM activities are explicitly allowed for. When contents are published under an Open Access licence, such activities are permitted, subject to possible restrictions of the specific licence.

- **group licence**: the TDM user may be part of an institution, company or other entity that has concluded an agreement with one or more publishers under which TDM activities are permitted, even though TDM may not be allowed as a general policy by the publisher(s) involved.

- **individual licence**: an individual who seeks to mine publisher databases may also request permission – possibly on a case-by-case basis – to re-use the contents for TDM purposes or may have concluded an individual agreement that permits such activities.

In our view, it is evident that a general policy permitting TDM has the most potential to promote TDM, at least in the context of publisher materials, since it does not require separate negotiations and assessments to conclude agreements allowing such mining and to establish any conditions that apply to the use of contents for such purposes. Moreover, as general policies say most, or much, on publishers’ attitudes towards TDM carried out by (authorised) users, we focus in particular on this category.

Table 7 provides an overview of a sample of publishers and their general policies towards TDM use of their materials. Note that this sample is not exhaustive and consists mainly of scholarly publishers. Also note that some of the publishers that do not permit TDM in their general policies may have open access journals in their portfolio for which TDM activities would generally be permitted. The table only includes OA publications where publishers apply OA licences as a general policy.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>TDM?</th>
<th>Beneficiaries</th>
<th>Licence/use</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BioMed Central</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>CC0</td>
<td>wherever possible, cite the source(s) of the data in a derivative work, although this is not a legal requirement</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eLife</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>anyone</td>
<td>CC BY</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsevier</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>academic subscribers</td>
<td>text mine subscribed content on ScienceDirect</td>
<td>non-commercial; use of API</td>
<td>other uses or subscribers on case-by-case basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerald Group Publishing</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindawi</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>CC BY</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>makes available text corpus in ZIP file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDPI</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>CC BY</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>makes available text corpus in ZIP file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature Publishing Group</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Library of Humanities</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>CC licence of author's choice</td>
<td>not to our knowledge</td>
<td>not to our knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford University Press</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PeerJ</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>CC BY</td>
<td>reserve the right to limit access to users if servers are unable to handle the load</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pensoft Publishers</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>CC BY</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLOS</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>CC BY</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routledge</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>no general policy to our knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Society</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>authorised users</td>
<td>use TDM technologies; materials may only be</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>TDM?</th>
<th>Beneficiaries</th>
<th>Licence/use</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAGE</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>locally stored</td>
<td>may not use materials to develop any database or other information, nor for</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>during lifetime</td>
<td>internal use, or create compilations or derivative works of the materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springer</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>researchers</td>
<td>text and data</td>
<td>non-commercial; quotations in publications of TDM results restricted to</td>
<td>separate permission required for use of images in TDM results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>through</td>
<td>mining</td>
<td>200 characters, 20 words, or 1 complete sentence; cite through DOI link to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>institution's</td>
<td></td>
<td>original content</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>subscription</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor &amp; Francis</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>may not use data-</td>
<td>only applies to free materials; premium contents subject to conditions in</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mining, robots,</td>
<td>subscription agreement through institution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>or similar data-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubiquity Press</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>CC BY</td>
<td>only search and access through published interfaces</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Some general findings are apparent from this overview. First, we see that the sample contains a relatively large proportion of OA publishers, which is not necessarily representative of the actual share of publishers in the field that publish under OA. Even though open licences are used, generally CC BY, the use for TDM may be subject to some conditions. For example, we find that some publishers require the user to only make use of APIs or other (graphical) interfaces that are made available to the miner. Thereby, the user may be restricted to the available functionalities in the API as regards the TDM possibilities, but the actual restrictions depend on the available interfaces in the specific case.

Second, as regards non-OA publishers, some permit TDM activities on their materials under certain circumstances, while others do not in their general policy; we are aware that this does not necessarily mean that, for example, in individual cases they are not open to permitting TDM on request. Where mining of publisher materials is allowed, we find that this is generally restricted with respect to the following aspects:

- **beneficiaries**: it is common, and unsurprising, that the beneficiaries are authorised or lawful users. However, some publishers restrict the group of beneficiaries even more to, for example, academic users or researchers through their institution’s subscription. As is the case with Elsevier, other sorts of user may request authorisation for TDM, which is assessed on a case-by-case basis.²¹⁹ Therefore, such policies generally only permit TDM carried out within the context of academic research.

- **use**: as a main rule in our sample, the terminology used in general policies to allow mining explicitly refers to such activities as “text and data mining”, “using TDM technologies” or “text mining”, without making a distinction between the several sorts of acts that it may involve. In that regard, the permitted use is formulated in quite a neutral way, covering also

future technologies that would fall under the definition of TDM. More restriction is found in the purposes for TDM, and in particular the non-commercial requirement that is found in all policies of the non-OA publishers in our sample that permit TDM. Another restriction that is common in these policies relates to the competitiveness of the TDM user’s dataset, which may therefore often not be shared or used outside the specific project for which the materials were mined. In addition, some publishers restrict the proportion of quotations that may be used for the publication of TDM results; the publishers imposing such limitations constrain the size of quotations to either 200 characters, 20 words or one complete sentence, which may be more limited than a quotation exception under copyright law would allow for – depending on the Member State in question.

Third, it is noteworthy that general policies, where they do not permit TDM, often use wording that does not refer to TDM explicitly. Either they narrowly formulate which uses are permitted, such that TDM activities are not covered, or they prohibit acts associated with mining, such as the use of data-gathering or extraction tools, or the use of materials to create any database or compilations (which is often necessary for the analysis). Such terminology mainly affects the initial stage of TDM, where information is being crawled and scraped.

Fourth, we see that often conditions may restrict TDM activities in a more practical way, even in the case of some OA publishers. For example, in some cases materials may only be accessed and retrieved through the application program interface (API) or other (graphical) interface made available by the publisher. Depending on the actual interface, this may restrict the user’s mining possibilities. However, few (OA) publishers in the sample make all their materials available in the form of a ZIP file containing the whole text corpus (in either full-text PDF or XML, which is updated on a daily basis).

### 3.1.6 Online content providers

#### 3.1.6.1 Introduction

This section looks into a few policies applied by parties who provide content on the Internet, in whatever form, on which TDM activities can be carried out. It serves to illustrate how policies can, in practice, impede TDM activities, or, on the contrary, promote it despite the presence of legal barriers resulting from intellectual property laws.

#### 3.1.6.2 Twitter

Social networking and microblogging Internet service Twitter enables users to create tweets, i.e. short messages that the user wants to send out. Public tweets are visible for anyone, while protected tweets are only visible to the accepted followers of the user creating the tweet. Although the size of the messages is restricted to 140 characters, they may be protected under copyright law; as we discussed in section 2, even passages of eleven words may be eligible for copyright protection. Therefore, mining tweets may fall under the scope of the exclusive rights of the right holder. The actual authors of the tweets – being ‘works’ - are the users who create the tweets.

According to the Twitter’s Terms of Service, those users – by posting their tweets – grant Twitter a “worldwide, non-exclusive, royalty-free license (with the right to sublicense) to use, copy, reproduce, ...
process, adapt, modify, publish, transmit, display and distribute such Content in any and all media or distribution methods (now known or later developed).” Assuming that this is a licence with lawful effect, Twitter may sublicense the use, including reproductions and other acts carried out in the course of TDM, to third parties e.g. miners. This is what Twitter does for third parties who seek to develop services using the Twitter API, through which they have access to the tweets, and user IDs and profiles. The Developer Agreement & Policy provides that users of the API may “[c]opy a reasonable amount of and display the Content”. There are restrictions as to the display of the content retrieved through the API, such as its modification for those purposes and the use of Twitter Marks, but no particular restriction is imposed as to the purposes of the use. Nonetheless, there are rate limits that a user of the API c.q. miner should take into account, which restrict the total amount of requests of Twitter contents.

As regards TDM, Twitter’s policy seems not to be too restrictive to TDM, although miners will be restricted as to the content that can be received through the API, as well as to the rate limits.

### 3.1.6.3 Facebook

Online social networking service Facebook offers a Public Feed API, which provides access to user posts, which may be protected by copyright, where the privacy settings are set to ‘public’. This could, for example, allow a user of TDM technology to carry out a sentiment analysis on public posts. However, at the time of writing, this API is not publicly accessible; its use is restricted to several media publishers and, according to Facebook’s information on the API, other users can currently not apply to use the API. The scraping of Facebook contents, as well as any possible subsequent analysis thereof, is therefore highly restricted. Facebook does offer a “Keyword Insights API”, which provides the results of Facebook’s own analysis of trends in the use of terms by its users, but does not allow a TDM user to mine the contents and make an own analysis.

### 3.1.6.4 Instagram

Instagram is an online social networking service that people can use to make and share photos and videos on mobile devices. Miners may extract valuable insights from these contents, including their metadata, by using TDM technologies. To give access to public contents, Instagram provides for an API which can be used after registration and authorisation of the API user. However, there are restrictions to the use of the API that are relevant in the context of using TDM technologies. In particular, the terms of use prohibit “apply[ing] computer vision technology” on the user contents without prior permission; this restricts the mining to merely other contents accompanying the photographic and video materials such as metadata. Such restrictions seem to be connected with privacy and personal data protection issues, rather than copyright related issues, since use of computer vision technologies may allow one to recognise faces and to identify individuals, as well as possibly other features that relate to such individuals. The terms also restrict the storage of user...
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contents to “the period necessary to provide your app’s service”; in the context of TDM, this would probably restrict the storage period to what is necessary to carry out the analysis.

3.1.6.5 Google
Google offers services that may be valuable for third-party users of TDM technology to mine, such as its main search engine, its Google Images, Google Maps, Google Translate, Google News and Google Books. In general, Google prohibits the use of content from its services, and thereby TDM related activities, unless the user, c.q. miner, is authorised by Google or the owner of the respective contents, or when permitted by law. Given the wide variety of services that it offers, additional policies and rules apply to some of them. Below, we will discuss several of those services.

Google News
The Google News service allows users to input search queries to find news items on the Internet. As such, Google is not only a miner itself, by crawling the Internet to find related contents, but also offers a service to users to use the found results. In this, Google is generally not itself the holder of intellectual property rights in the contents it shows. The respective holders are rather the parties running the news websites from which the news items are crawled. However, further use of Google News contents is highly restricted by Google’s terms and conditions, extending only to “display the content of the Service for [the user’s] own personal use (i.e. non-commercial use)”; users may not “take the results from the Service and reformat and display them, or use any robot, spider, other device or manual process to monitor or copy any content from the Service”.

Thereby, none of the acts related to TDM are allowed in the context of mining of contents provided by Google News.

Google Maps, Google Earth and Street View
The services of Google Maps, Google Earth and Street View (hereinafter referred to as Google Maps), offer contents such as street maps, satellite imagery, panoramic views of streets, but also additional services that are based on those contents, such as traffic information, navigation options, and points of interests. Google’s terms and conditions for these services apply to “everything you’d find in these products: map and terrain data, imagery, business listings, traffic, reviews and other related information provided by Google, its licensors, and users”. Generally, they allow non-commercial uses of the contents in Google Maps. An attribution requirement applies where contents are being displayed by the (re-)user of the contents. The terms also provide for a list of use cases where the use of Google Maps contents is either permitted or not; they allow use in books (limited to 5 000 copies), periodicals, as well as in reports and presentations. It prohibits the use in guidebooks, consumer goods and print advertisements.

Nonetheless, to carry out TDM, it might be necessary to request contents in bulk, which may necessitate the use of an API that is provided for Google Maps. However, the terms applicable to the use of this API prohibit to “pre-fetch, cache, index, or store any Content to be used outside the Service”, except for limited amounts that are necessary for improving performance. Moreover, the they prohibit the mass downloading or bulk feeding of Google Maps contents. Therefore, the mining

---
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of Google Maps contents do not appear to be lawful, unless the miner is explicitly authorised by Google to do so.

**Google Translate**

Google offers a machine translation engine where users can submit text and that returns a translation of that text in another preferred language. We are not aware of any specific terms that apply to this service, which would mean that Google’s general terms apply in this context. Consequently, the contents provided through the Google Translate service may not be re-used for TDM purposes.

However, Google Translate comes with an API that can be used to receive translations of text input. Use of the API is subject to a fee – generally to be paid per query – and comes with an own set of applicable terms and conditions. While those terms do not explicitly prohibit TDM activities or any acts associated with mining, they do prohibit use of the API “to create, train, or improve (directly or indirectly) a substantially similar product or service, including any other machine translation engine”. This suggests that TDM would be permitted as long as such activities are not carried out to make other translation services. The miner should be aware of the charges that a large amount of queries can amount to.

**Google Books**

In the context of the Google Books project, Google has scanned and digitised millions of books. The Google Books service allows users to perform full text searches and to have access to these books. Nonetheless, access can be limited due to copyright restrictions. There are four types of access that Google provides to the books in its digital collection:

- **Full View**: the entire book can be viewed
- **Limited View**: a limited number of pages can be viewed
- **Snippet View**: the user can only read a few sentences that surround its search query
- **No Preview**: no access at all to the contents of the book, only information about the book can be viewed

Google does not allow full access to its entire text corpus, which does not allow miners to perform acts that are related to the initial stages of scraping contents and selecting – and transforming – those into a dataset for the purposes of analysis. Nonetheless, Google provides a service to allow users to do some sort of text mining through its “Ngram Viewer”. Ngram Viewer enables users to count the occurrences of the terms they put in or a certain sequence of text. That way, most of the TDM activities, and all of the copyright related acts, are carried out by Google’s service, and not by the user. The results are presented to the user, who may subsequently interpret them and possibly use them for a publication of some sort.

---
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Thus, Google Books does restrict TDM to its text corpus, but instead provides a TDM service to carry out the mining activities itself. The user is thereby limited to the functionalities of this service.

3.1.7 Preliminary findings

In general, online content providers seem rather restrictive to the re-use of contents for mining purposes, although a distinction should be made between the analysis stage in the TDM process, the preceding stages of crawling, scraping and transformation of contents, and the publication of contents. It is often the crawling and scraping that is not allowed or possible, which also renders any subsequent analysis of those contents impossible. Several reasons may underlie these restrictions:

- Prevention of competitive products: the content providers seek to prevent that contents are used to rebuild or otherwise create a competing product or service.
- Maintain the stability, integrity and security of the infrastructure: use of the infrastructure is limited by its technical capacity. A policy of restricting mass use and extraction of contents may prevent the infrastructure from being over overloaded.
- Protection of third-party intellectual property rights: many online services build on or make use of third-party intellectual property rights, or copyrights as the case may be, and may therefore restrict further use of those contents. This is illustrated by the fact that some policies provide that the authorisation of the (third-party) holder of the applicable rights is required for further use.
- Protection of privacy and personal data: in some services, personal data may be present in the contents that are provided. For example, images found on Instagram may contain identifiable persons. Instagram’s restriction of computer vision technology suggests that it may want to protect the privacy interests of the identifiable persons, e.g. by face recognition. Furthermore, on social media platforms and Google Maps, large amounts of personal data in the form of texts and numbers may be present.

3.2 Data protection policies

3.2.1 Introduction

Issues related to data protection law differ fundamentally in their nature from those relating to the identified barriers within intellectual property laws. Whereas the restrictions imposed by copyright and database law generally relate to the economic interests of the right owner, those in data protection law are rather affiliated with the privacy interests of the data subject. Moreover, the economic rights under copyright and database law can be fully transferred or licensed, allowing the transferee or licensee to (sub)license rights to authorise acts, such as those carried out in TDM. For example, if a publisher is transferred the (relevant) exclusive rights by authors, it may permit third parties to carry out the respective acts. On the contrary, the lawfulness of data processing may be much more complex to assess.

First, the data subject’s consent is not the only possible legal ground for processing. Second, consent alone does not necessarily render any processing lawful. Third, besides legal grounds for processing, principles and obligations as to the transparency, integrity and safety of personal data always apply. Fourth, TDM often concerns the re-use of data, meaning that it builds on data that is already collected from the data subjects by another party. Consequently, the miner must ascertain that the purposes for which he carries out TDM are compatible with the purposes for which the personal data
were collected, unless the respective processing can be considered to be carried out for historical, statistical or scientific purposes.

Hence, where authorisation may be sufficient under copyright law, data protection requires a whole set of rules to be taken into account when processing personal data; this is not different for data processing in TDM. We therefore assess (legal) policies by governments and different stakeholders with respect to how they deal with the following aspects in particular:

- collection of personal data
- legal grounds for processing
- sensitive data
- information obligations with regard to the data subjects
- the data subject’s right to object and rectify

The policies that we will address in particular are the codes of conduct and other forms of self-regulation. These policies have the potential to take away uncertainties for stakeholders as regards the lawfulness of their processing activities - one of the largest barriers in data protection law we identified - and they may provide guidance as to dealing with safety and other obligations. As the Article 29 Working Party has emphasised in the context of big data developments, “complying with [the data protection] framework is a key element in creating and keeping the trust which any stakeholder needs in order to develop a stable business model that is based on the processing of such data”; in our view, this applies just as well to TDM activities, both in the public and private sector.

In this section, we first discuss some findings from the national reports with regard to legal policies applied by governments that provide more (sector) specific rules regarding the processing of personal data. Subsequently, we elaborate on codes of conduct and other forms of self-regulation with regard to the processing of personal data, insofar as they may be relevant in the context of TDM.

### 3.2.2 Government legal policies

#### 3.2.2.1 Bulgaria

For Bulgaria, it has been reported that a Law on Health permits the provision of personal data to third parties for the purposes of medical statistics or medical scientific research, only after anonymising the data. This raises the same uncertainty that we have identified in section 2, namely that it may be uncertain for miners whether the data they anonymise is indeed regarded as anonymised within the meaning of data protection law.
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3.2.2.2 France
As was reported by our French respondent, the French Data Protection Act contains a specific chapter on the treatment of personal data for the purpose of research, study or evaluations in the domain of health. It requires that automated processing of data is authorised by the Commission Nationale de l’Informatique et des Libertés (CNIL), although any data subject may object to such processing. Where it concerns data of deceased persons, processing is permitted unless the data subject has objected to this in writing during his or her life. As a general rule, persons whose information is collected for the purpose of medical research need to be informed in this regard. When the data is used for historical, statistical and scientific purposes, other than medical research, authorisation is required from CNIL as well, but not from the data subjects.

When TDM is carried out on medical data, which will generally constitute sensitive data, for HSSPs, this specific framework may provide more certainty with respect to the lawfulness thereof, in particular when it is approved by the CNIL, although it may be burdensome for a ‘regular miner’ to seek authorisation for each mining activity he or she carries out.

3.2.2.3 Iceland
We have learned from the report for Iceland that there is an Act on Scientific Research in the Health Sector, which provides rules on how to deal with health information materials. For example, it provides that:

- health data from each scientific study shall be stored separately in a health database;
- linking together health data on an individual from different studies is prohibited;
- if health information materials are obtained for a specific scientific study, they may be retained no longer than necessary to complete the study, unless participants have granted consent for use in subsequent studies.

Such specific rules may promote TDM, since they may provide certainty and guidance to miners.

3.2.2.4 The Netherlands
As is reported for the Netherlands, the Dutch Civil Code contains a part on contracts for medical treatments. It provides that no permission from the patient is required if, for the purpose of statistical or scientific research in the context of public health, information concerning a patient is provided in the following cases:

- Asking permission is not reasonably possible and the research is carried out in a way that guarantees that the patient’s privacy is not harmed;
- Regarding the nature and purpose of the research, the asking of permission cannot be required and the care worker has provided the information in a way that reasonably prevents the identification of individual natural persons.

It is additionally necessary that the research serves a public interest and cannot be carried out without the data concerned, and that a patient has not expressly raised objections to the provision of data.

---

the information. Any provision of information according to this regulation has to be indicated in the health records. The provision is a lex specialis to the Dutch Data Protection Act, and in particular to the exception to the prohibition of processing of sensitive data.238

This specific legal regime for health research may open up TDM possibilities where it normally may be burdensome to obtain consent of the data subjects. However, it appears that for each case the miner must be able to prove that its TDM activities serve a public interest and cannot be carried out without use of the personal data.

3.2.2.5 Norway

The Norwegian Biotechnology Act, as reported by our Norwegian legal expert, provides for a stricter regime than general data protection as regards the use of genetic information. As a main rule, it prohibits use of genetic information outside the context of health service. For any other research on such materials, consent is required from the data subjects.

As a result, this would render re-use of genetic information obtained from a third-party collection rather difficult, if not impossible. Consent for the specific TDM purposes must already have been obtained when the data were collected from the data subjects, or the miner who seeks to mine the third-party collection must go back to every data subject affected by the mining activities; the latter would only be possible when contact information is linked to the genetic information.

3.2.3 Self-regulation

3.2.3.1 The Netherlands: Health Research

The Dutch DPA has approved the Code of Conduct for Health Research,239 which elaborates not only on the Dutch Data Protection Act, but on the provisions in the Dutch Civil Code - as discussed under 4.3.2. - on contracts for medical treatments as well. It only applies to data to which medical confidentiality applies. This code does distinguish between several types of personal data for which different regimes apply:240

a) Personal data, for which the concept is identical to Dutch and EU data protection law.

b) Directly identifiable personal data: data that enable the researcher to directly identify the data subject by that data alone or combined with communication data.

c) Indirectly identifiable personal data: data that do not enable the researcher to directly identify the data subject, but nevertheless enable him to do so with the means available to him with no unreasonable amount of time or effort.

d) Communication data: names, initials, gender, date of birth, address, postcode, domicile, phone numbers and similar data necessary for communication and bank account numbers.

---
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e) Coded data: data that does not contain personal data directly identifying the data subject and which is coded, allowing identification of the data subject only by intervention of the provider of the data or a third party holding the decoding key.

The code provides that anonymous data may be used for health research and may be stored as long as necessary for that purpose, except where the researcher carries out acts that enable him to identify the data subject. As a primary principle, the code requires that personal data may only be processed with the data subject’s express and informed consent. There are two exceptions to that rule. The first concerns the use of indirectly identifiable data, whether or not coded, without the data subject’s consent. This is permitted when requesting consent cannot be reasonably expected, e.g. because of a disproportional effort, subject to the following conditions:

- The research serves a public (health) interest, which is, in any event, the case where the research is carried out by an institution for scientific research or statistics insofar as it intends to publish the research.
- The research cannot be carried out with the data concerned.
- The data subject has not objected to such use.
- Identification through the data is reasonably prevented in the following way:
  - The researcher seeking to obtain the data concludes a written agreement with the provider thereof, that stipulates that:
    - provider must remove directly identifiable features, and, if applicable, code the data in a way that the researcher is not reasonably able to identify the data subject and that recognition is reasonably prevented.
    - The researcher may not carry out acts that would allow him to identify the data subjects.
    - This code of conduct is complied with in its entirety by everyone involved in the research.

The second exception concerns the use of personal data without consent of the data subject. This is only permitted when it cannot be reasonably expected to request consent due to one of the following circumstances:

- Asking permission would cause such a burden to the data subject that permanent harm should be feared.
- The data subject has died, his/her address cannot be traced or the data subject does not respond after, at least, two notices.
- It only concerns the making of a sample and many more data subjects should be asked for permission then necessary for answering the research question, because only a small sample will be involved in the research. This case is subject to the following conditions:
The procedure is laid down in research protocol.

There is only access with and under the responsibility of the involved care provider.

No more data are accessed than necessary for the sample.

The researcher signs a confidentiality agreement.

After the making of the sample, permission is required for the processing of the data for the research.

Asking permission would not be meaningful, because the research is only in a preparatory stage. This is subject to the following conditions:

- The researcher cannot draft a research protocol without accessing a limited amount of personal data from a limited number of data subjects.
- These persons cannot reasonably be asked for permission, since the research for which permission is sought cannot be sufficiently determined.
- There is only access with and under the responsibility of the involved care provider.
- No more data are accessed than necessary for specifying the research question.
- The purpose and time of the access of the data are laid down in writing between the researcher and the care provider and the researcher has signed a confidentiality agreement.

Additionally, these cases are all subject to the following conditions:

- The research serves a public (health) interest, which is, in any event, the case where the research is carried out by an institution for scientific research or statistics insofar as it intends to publish the research.
- It appears from the research protocol that the research is sound and meaningful, that it cannot be carried out without the data concerned and it cannot be carried out in a way that interferes less with the data subject’s private sphere, e.g. through the use of anonymous data. If any personal data need to be used, use must, as much as possible, be made of indirectly identifiable data and directly identifiable data must only be used where there is no other choice.
- The data subject has not objected to such use.
- Appropriate measures are taken to guarantee the private sphere of the data subject is not disproportionately harmed.

As a further principle, the code of conduct stipulates that there should be a distinction between the communication file and the research file of which the linking takes place by an administrative number which contains no information in itself. If no such separation is made, the file must be destroyed when it is reasonably foreseeable that it will no longer be used for that research; if such
separation is made, the communication file must be destroyed as soon it no longer necessary for the purpose of the research to make use of it, after which the researcher is left with a file without directly identifiable data that may be stored as long as it is reasonably foreseeable that it is necessary for the research.
4 CONCLUSION

4.1 Legal barriers

In this deliverable, we first identified legal barriers to TDM. These were assessed along the lines of three categories of barrier:

- **Restrictiveness**: legal regulations as such restrict TDM;
- **Fragmentation**: regulations differ in scope as to the extent they permit TDM, thereby creating difficulties for TDM, particularly in a cross-border environment;
- **Uncertainty**: the scope of the law is not certain, which may thereby result in potential miners refraining from the use of TDM.

**Restrictiveness**

As regards restrictiveness, the acts of reproduction and – if any – publication of TDM results fall under the scope of:

- the exclusive rights of reproduction and communication (or making available) to the public under copyright law;
- the exclusive rights of extraction and re-utilisation under sui generis database law;
- processing under data protection law.

The foregoing presumes that the mined materials constitute protected subject-matter under the respective laws, i.e. original works under copyright law, databases under database law and personal data under data protection law. Any sort of dataset or database that is to be mined is potentially protected under database law, copyright law, or both. As regards the contents of those collections, copyright law is most likely relevant when high-level data such as texts, images, or sounds (music) are mined, while data protection law would more likely be relevant in cases where low-level data such as names, addresses, gender, age, health or medical data is the subject of TDM.

The means to overcome the restrictiveness of these rules is to make exceptions to the rules, which we therefore assessed as to the extent they permitted or restricted TDM. Generally, the exceptions in copyright law appear to be too restrictive to exempt acts carried out in the TDM process; in the cases where they would potentially cover TDM, this is restricted to only a limited range of purposes or beneficiaries. In particular, the teaching and research exception in the Copyright Directive has the potential to cover TDM in the context of research, but its implementation in Member States’ laws have shown it to be often much narrower in scope.

Moreover, in certain jurisdictions it is clear that contracts may derogate from (certain) copyright and database law exceptions, which thereby restrict TDM more than the provisions of the law itself. Where databases are not protected under database law, contractual restrictions even have the potential to restrict mining more than the mining of protected databases, since some ‘user rights’ only apply to protected databases.

Also, the application of technological protection measures (TPMs) by right holders may restrict the re-use of contents for TDM, while in most jurisdictions the users may not circumvent such measures.
in order to benefit from exceptions under copyright or database law; although procedures generally exist to request the means to actually benefit from such exceptions, such procedures in themselves may serve as a burden to TDM.

In data protection law, processing for historical, statistical and scientific purposes (HSSPs) has the potential to offer an opening for TDM where obligations and principles would otherwise impede their activities. Nonetheless, we found that this concept is often narrowly interpreted, if at all, potentially making it of little relevance in practice.

**Fragmentation**

Fragmentation is found especially in the implementation of exceptions in all three fields of law discussed. In particular, we see issues in the implementation of the research exception under copyright law, while its equivalent under database law is generally implemented almost word-for-word in national laws. In data protection law, we saw that the different procedures required and rules regarding notifications of national DPAs may serve as a barrier, as well as different interpretations of sensitive data and HSSPs.

**Uncertainty**

The uncertainties that we identified in most legal regimes relate to the scope of several concepts, of which we found most problematic or crucial:

- **lawful user**: the beneficiary of some copyright and database law exceptions. Are contractual restrictions or the applicability of other exceptions relevant?

- **scientific research**: under the research exception, what makes research ‘scientific’?

- **non-commercial**: there exists a grey area between commercial and non-commercial, which might scare miners away from their activities; for example, when it is not clear whether future (unintended) financial gains may – retrospectively – render the TDM activities unlawful.

- **personal data**: when is data ‘personal’ and at what moment can it be regarded to be ‘anonymous’ and therefore be exempted from data protection obligations?

- **HSSPs**: there is no clear guidance on the cases where a miner can clearly rely on the exceptions to data protection rules that relate to HSSPs.

Moreover, in our sample of Member States, we found that it is not clear whether contractual derogations from – in particular copyright – exceptions are permitted. In practice, contractual provisions restricting acts permitted under exceptions could therefore serve as a barrier, since a TDM user may not want to risk contractual derogations from those exceptions being permitted.
4.2 Stakeholder policies

Although the policies section of this deliverable is of a preliminary nature, we can already draw some general conclusions that are relevant in the context of developing a new policy framework. We made a distinction between policies related to intellectual property laws and policies dealing with data protection rules. They fundamentally differ in that IP mainly protects the economic interests of the right holder, while data protection law is more related to the (informational) privacy of the data subject. For the IP related policies, we assessed how policies dealt with IP and to what extent they permit or restrict TDM. As regards the data protection laws, we looked at legal policies (sector specific rules) dealing with the processing of certain data for certain purposes, as well as self-regulation in certain sectors.

First and generally, we see that stakeholders may apply Open Access (OA) policies to scientific research. Such policies promote TDM as the scope of beneficiaries for such policies is not restricted and all acts within TDM are covered. We see that many stakeholders apply the CC BY licence, which also permits TDM carried out for any purpose. Restrictions only exist with regard to the CC licences, and similar licences, that restrict re-use to non-commercial purposes. A general finding is that a distinction is made between OA to scientific publications and OA to research data. Where OA to scientific publications is already quite common as a policy among publishers, funders and research institutions and libraries, OA to research data is still at a somewhat embryonic stage. While the importance of OA to research data is generally emphasised by stakeholders, it is not implemented as a standard policy. This may be largely due to the fact that the nature of research data is fundamentally different from publications, which raises challenges. For example, research data may consist of personal (and sensitive) data and making them freely available may result in infringing data protection rules. However, it may also bring other – non-legal – barriers that we will address in D3.3+. The same applies to the challenges that OA to scientific publications may bring.

Second, in the case of publishers, we see that where publishers only publish under OA licences, they commonly use the CC BY licences. They thereby fully permit TDM, although this may be limited by technical restrictions due to infrastructure capacity; the latter problem will be addressed in D3.3+. In their general policies, certain non-OA publishers permit TDM by subscribed users for non-commercial academic or research purposes, while others do not permit it at all. We acknowledge that, on a case-by-case basis, publishers may be willing to permit TDM, but general policies provide more clarity and make it less burdensome for a miner to mine contents he has lawful or authorised access to.

Third, with regard to data protection rules, we can already see that sector specific regulations and policies, as reported by national respondents to the questionnaire we conducted, commonly relate to medical data. In these regulations and policies, we see that the rules regarding the processing, consent required from data subjects, as well as other obligations are more detailed than in the ‘normal’ data protection laws. While on the one hand detailed rules can be more restrictive to TDM, they can provide guidance - and therefore certainty - to TDM users ensuring that their TDM activities are lawful. In that regard, they can serve as an example for recommendations for policies relating to data protection law.
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